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Wreck Friday
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In Our !1st Year
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Circulation
Both In City
And In County
10.Per Copy

Lutheran Kindergarteu
Enrolment Pbmied

Butler Suprises
Democrats With
Pay Raise Plan

Enrollment applications f o r
the 1970-71 school term are
now being accepted by the LuLaurie C. Alexander of 503 theran Kindergarten, located at
North 7th Street was reported 1503 Main.
injured in a two oal collision Parents who wish to enroll
comes Mrs. George M.
Friday at 5:15 p. in. at the in- their child or who desire more
of Murray Route Six who
tersection of Vine and South information may either call
that son Charles Black is
13th Streets, according to the 753-6712 or stop by the Immanhappy over the twin calves at
report filed by the investigat- uel Lutheran Church office any
their Grade A Jersey Dairy.
ing officers of the Murray Po- weekday morning between the
Charles is part owner of the
lice Department.
hours of 8:30 and 12:30. Endairy with his father George
Miss Alexander was injured rollment will be accepted for a
Black. George has been farmBy GLEN CARPENTER
on the right leg, according to morning session only and will
allocated only $300 in the buding for thirty three years and
FRAls&FORT, Ky. (UPI) - get and the main result of that
the police report.
be limited to the first twenty
these are the first twin calves
Cars involved were a 1967 to apply.
State Supt. of Public Instruct- was the recent six-day walkout
born on the farm.
Buick Electra driven by FrankThe Lutheran Kindergarten ion Wendell P. Butler has put by two-thirds of the KEA memlin Herbert Dibble of 320 Wood- is accredited by the State of fellow Democrats in the hottest bers.
In any one year, the minimum
lawn, and Ford Mustang driven Kentucky and is now in its seat they have been in since
To Meet Monday
possible number of eclipses that
by Miss Alexander.
The committee, which
fourth year of existence. It of- Gov. Louie B. Nunn dropped his
can occur is two, and both of
Police said Miss Alexander fers the customary Kindergar- $18 million uncommitted bud- scheduled another special
these would be solar eclipses.
going south on 13th Street ten curriculum in a Christian getary reserve bombshell Jan ing Monday night to discuss
WU
The maximum number is seven
and pulled out into the path context. Fees include a $10 re- 7.
matter, was highly skeptical of
eclipses, five of the sun and
of the Dibble car going oast on gistration fee and a monthly
Butler's proposal that public Butler's proposal and Melton's
two of the moon. The most reexplanation of the $6 million
Vine Street.
tuition fee of $15.
cent year in which this maxifigure. But, in a whirl of facts
Damage to the Dibble car was Mrs. Laser Horan, wife of
mum occurred was 1935, and
and figures, the committee failon the left front fender and to Major Earl C. Horan, 1719
.it will occur again in 2160.
ed to punch any sizeable holes
the Alexander car on the right Keeneland Drive, Murray, has
in the presentation.
front fender.
been engaged as Kindergarten
Twe successive total *Air
Among the questions the comTeacher for the 1970-71 school
Friday
morning
at
7:66
a
ear
eclipses at a given place an
mittee raised were what the
and truck collision occurred at term.. Mrs. Horan is a certified
-- earth, have an average time inImpact of the, kindergarten and
_intersection of South 4th teacher, ytith prior teaching ex-Serval of about 360 yes:fit-DI
(Aber pm-school children who
and Maple Streets and was in- perience,en the pre-fl
other words, there has not been
would still be eligible to enter
vestigated by the Murray Poone on the same traek as the
the first grade under HB 66's
lice Department.
eclipse due today since about
provisions would be; the uncerVehicles involved were a 1968
the time the pilgrims were setttainty of how many parochial
Mercury two door hardtop ownling the Virginia colony.
school children may enter pubed by William L Mattingly end
lic schools in the next two
driven by Nancy H. Mattingly
New York City residents today
years, and whether or not there
of Murnsy R,oute One, and a
Mrs. Gertie Armstrong of Ha
will see more than 95 per cent
are other priorities for the HB
Chevrolet rton truck driven se
'was claimed by death Friday
of the eclipse.
36 savings.
by Dee Lamb of 213 Irvan
at 11:30 a. in. at the MurrayStreet.
Calloway County Hospital.
It will be interesting this spring
The Mattingly car was going She was 76 years of age and
to see if the tree growing out
south on 4th Street and the was born December 23, 1891,
of the side of Lerman's store
Lamb truck was going east on
will leaf out again. It got mighin Calloway County. Her parMaple when'the collision oc- ents were the late Fate FarWendell P. Antler
ty cold this winter and the roots
curred,
according to the police less and Nellie Douglas Farof the little tree did not have
teachers receive an ad
school
report.
less. Her hubsand, Charlie Arm- ditional $200 salary increase
the protection of other small
Damage
SERVICES
CANCELLED
to
the
Mattingly
car
strong, died FebrUary 5, 1960.
trees rooted where they are
was on the right front fender Survivors are two daughters, during the 1971-1972 school
supposed to be, in the ground
The preaching services at the and to the Iamb truck on the Mrs. Zack (Beuthal) Holmes and year not only caught Senate
Democratic leaders flat-footed,
Mt. Horeb Free Will Baptist left front fender.
The Henry-Calloway County
Then too, we'll watch for the
Mrs. Joe Booker (Gerthal) Ad- but has also provoked their ire,
Church
will
not
be
held Sunams, both of Hazel; three grand- according to a high-placed par- Recreation Corporation has
Sumach which grows out of
day as acheduled, according to
employed Horace Mil= as
children; one great grandchild. ty aide here.
the back of the old Ward-Elkins
the members of the Ruling Star
Mrs. Armstrong was a mem- But, nevertheless, the politi- manager.
building. The tree is on the inLodge No. 51.
Milam is a native of Henry
ber of the Hazel Baptist Church cal coup scored by Butler must
_ aide of the NA coal shed, and
The teener roU see ilbevesird a. Beatty, 3,0; Cheryl Badmen,
County, having lived and atextends our- of the barred win- grading
services
funeral
will
be
where
best
of
the
of
one
rated
as
be
period at Murray High 3.0, Johnny Cannon, 2.80; Scott
dow to reach the sun.
held Sunday at 2:30 p. in. with the session. It not only serves tended school at Buchanan,
School has been released by Pr- Engle, 3.0; Cindy Etherton, 3.0;
where he no resides.
and
B.
Winchester
Rev.
Rev.
R.
to relieve some of the pressure
We'll watch for the Hollyhocks incipal Eli Alexander. Fifteen Nancy Fitch, 2.80; Patsy Forsee,
He will be in charge of
M. M. Hampton officiating.
from members of the
him
from
Wes
Furgerson,
3.0;
2.60;
Edwin
seniors,
19
juniors,
22
sophoat the Standard Station on East
Pallbearers will be Hoyt Like, Kentucky Education Associat- operation and maintenance of the
Garrett,
Gilliam,
2,83;
Jeanette
mores,
15
freshmen,
18 eighth
Main, the row of Holly hocks
Lester Wilson, Noble'Simmons, ion who "deplored" his action recreation club. He said Tuesday
The Faxon Mothers Club met
by the side of the Overbey, graders and 39 seventh graders 3.0; Ken Grogaii, 3,0; Stan HainDailey, R. M. Vance, and during the work stoppage, but that work is nearing completion
Paul
on
Harcourt,
3.0;
3.0;
John
swortla,
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. in
Overbey and Overbey building achieved the 2.50 standing or
Porter
Bramlett.
also gave him publicity while on the nine-hole golf course, which
the new eighth grade class room
on East Main. And, we wait to better for this scholastic honor, Lisa Harrell, 2.60; Steve Howwith Mrs. Albert L. Wilson, Burial will be in the Hazel passing the "ball" to the Demo- Is expected to be opened in the
Following are those named to ard, 2.60; Karen Hussung, 2.80;
see what Clifford plants i n
Cemetery with the arrange- cratic leaders.
next few weeks.
About 120 Murray State President, presiding
front of his station at Five the honor roll and their stand- Jana Jones, 3.0; Barbara Kernments by the Miller Funeral
"The entire operation will be
Problem Two-fold
Mrs.
Dunn's
Mildred
fourth
2.83;
TriKlein,
3.0;
Kent
per
University
will
,
make
coeds
ings.
Points and what comes up in
Home of Hazel where friends
funds ready for use by June 1," Milam
extra
grade
be
there
Will
class
1.
gave
the
devotion.
Knight,
2.80;
Bobby
Kline,
for
cia
solicitation
house-to-house
Seniors
Mrs. Warterfield's flower garmay call.
said.
available?
Ruby Allbritten, 2.50; Zandra 2.80; Donna Knight, 3.0; Ricky the Calloway County Easter A three way tie for the room
den on Main at 12th.
count
for
2. If so, how best to allocate In addition to the golf course,
having
the
most
moBailey, 2.75; Richard Blalock, Lovett, 2.60; Debbie McMillen, Seal campaign next Tuesday afthe center will offer its members
thers present was with Mrs.
them?
We wonder what Mrs. Hutson 2.50; Mark Blankenship, 2.60; 3.0; Melissa Miller, 2.60; Van ternoon.
All this was brought about a swimming pool, tennis court,
Sydney Cash, a representative Betty Cassity's first grade, Mrs.
will put out in her small, but Linda Boyd, 2.50; James Bran- Perry, 2,80; Michael
liable Redden's second grade,
Thursday by Senate passage of clubhouse, picnic area, shufhighly utilised yard, and If don, 2.50; Kathy Crider, 2.75; 2.60; Tim Philpot, 3.0; Laura of the Women's Student Gov- and
()ear Mr. Williams:
Mrs.
No. 66, which in- fleboard courts,and two lakes for
Janice
Stubblefield's
Richard
2.60;
Association,
the
Michele
Powell,
ernment
said
Mrs. Marvin Fulton will put Leslie Furgerson, 2.75; %sail
The City of Murray is in dire House Bill
third grade,
creases the minimum age re- fishing.
out the Geraniums in the boxes Hale, 2.50; Pat Lamb, 2.50; Con- son, 3.0; Lesa Robertson, 3.0; women will call on homes in
need
of
a
community
center
and
The club voted to put chet swimming
ever a three year
Milam is married to the former
on her front porch, and if Mr. le Lowry, 2.75; Marla Shelton, Rebecca Sams, 2.66; Dow Spen- Murray from 4 and 6 p. in. She
pool for its children. quirement
(gravel) on the playground and
children entering the °netts Dodson of Buchanan
C. C. Farmer will put out the 2.60; Karen Spratt, 2,50; Jimmy cer, 2.80; Chad Stewart, 3.0; added that each solicitor will- to
We raise a great hue and cry period for
get some new playground
Butler contends They have two children.
about high taxes and our In- first grade.
two big ferns on each side of Stoffer, 2.75; Dick West, 3.0. Tim Wallin, 3.0; Sheila Watson, be properly identified by an equipment.
A committee comschool populations will be debadge.
Easter
Seal
Susan
Williams,
the front step. We'll wait for
ability
Mark
3.0;
3.0;
to
pay
more,
yet
Juniors
we en- creased over the next two years
posed of Mrs. Wanda Jones,
The canvass was originally
the blase of glory of the Thrift
Ann Battle, 3.0; Mary Jane Williams, 2.60,
Mrs. Sue Vance, and Mrs. Anna joy many luxuries as if there by 12,000 pupils at an estimatbut
last
scheduled
Tuesday,
for
on South Ninth and Vine, and Buchanon, 2.80; Christi Cooper,
were no tomorrow, and in our
Lou
$0,852,127 to the
rainy weather forced a postpone- see Outland, was selected to agitation and confusion, we of- ed savings of
the huge Smoke Tree on South 3.0; Harold Doran 2.60; Mark
what each classroom would
Minimum Foundation Program
ment.
Sixth. We always enjoy looking Etherton, 2,80; Richard Hall,
ten
overlook
the
simple
solutneed in the way of small items
provides funds for
Members of Alpha Kappa such
at the big Sycamore in the 2.80; Nancy Hart, 3.0, Annette
ion to delve in paradoxes and (lifF12). It
as jump ropes, etc.
the schools.
Psi manned roadblocks at key
complexities
Hospital yard with leaves eight Houston, 2.80; Ricky Jones,2,60;
of
complicated
anThe New Concord Parents
A membership committee was
Butler. and Met. Supt. James
and ten inches across and the Suzanne Jones, 3.0; Freya Larintersections in the city last
swers, which we deem better
Club will have its monthly
appointed to contact each club
of
adcharge
is
in
Melton,
who
Iris along the road in front of son, 2-.75; Gall Lyons, 2.60; Bill
Members- of the Circle K weekend. to collect donations member to see who would
ministration and finance for the meeting on Tuesday, March 10,
bc. (Continued on Beck Page)
the Gaylord Forrest'.
Pinkston, 2.80; Pat Ryan, 2.60; Club at Murray State Univer- for the Easter Seal *drive. Both walls to serve as new officers
Department of Education, met at seven p. mat the New ConJayda Stuart, 2.60; Rebecca Ter- sity presented the program for student activities are part of for the next year. They were
with the Senate Appropriations cord School,
We have yet to see our Vibur- hune, 2.75; Ruth Titsworth, 2.80; the regular meeting of the the campaign planned by Mrs. Mrs. Mary Barrow, Mrs. Sue
and Revenue Committee for
num Mariesi in bloom but ex- Alan Weatherly, 3.0; Mary Win- Kiwanis Club at the Wopian's Martha Crafton, special events Vance, and Mrs. Wynema
The Calloway County High
nearly two hours- Friday to dischairman.
Clubhouse.
pect It will this Spring.
ter, 3.0.
Brown.
cuss the implications of KB II School Band under the direcM.
0.
Wrather,
executive
president,
Slaughter,
vice
Mark
l'nited Press Int.r•atlonal
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, a
Sophomores
and the $200 salary increase tion at David Berry will present
Then we have the first time for
BM Adams, 3.0; Steve Beatty, and Mike Finch. secretary, president of Murray State, is teacher on cake decorating in
the program.
PrePetaL
our Redbud Trees to bloom and
showed a film strip which em- heading the county chairman
If Butler's proposal is acceptthe White Fringe- tree-atm The 2.80; wAltordliickel, 2.80; Diana phasised Circle K's theme, for the fourth consecutive year. Western Kentucky. gave a talk
Kentucky - Partly cloudy ed and legislation passed to apDogwoods bloomed last year Bootie, 3.0; Patti Carr, 2.60; "Confront the Issues." The is- Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray along with demonstrating the
Refreshments will be served
and we expect them to do even Monty Cathey, 2.60; Jan Clark, sues include: drug abuse, dis- State president, is state Easter decoration of three cakes fur- and rather Cool through Sun- propriate any surplus, it would
better this year. And, maybe 3.0; Anne Cooper, 2.60; Sarah order on campuses, youth crime Seal campaign chairman this nished by the hostesses, Mrs. day. High today 54-59. Low to- result in a total base salary by the second grade. All parMablebtaddox, Mrs. Betty Wick- night 3348..
boost of $500. The legislature ents are urged to attend.
even the Magnolia might have Cooper,.2.80; John Engle 2.60; and solving the generation gap. year.
er, and Mrs. Eva Hale. The hos'
Lane,
a bloom or two. Now if the Leah Fulton, 2.60; Dennis
Other member of the Circle
The
471ear-old Kentucky
Redwood and the Bald Cypress 2.60; Vicki Lowery, 2.80; Karen K at the meeting were Mike Easter Seal Society for Crippled •esses later served the cakes
do well this year, they'll have McGary, 2.60; Cindy Parker, McCorkle, Gary Wallace, Bruce Children and Adults, Inc., pro- .,nd Cokes as refreshments.
Mrs. Eversmeyer was intro2.50; Paula Parker, 3.0; Gail Breadford, Jimy Taylor,
It made.
Doug xides therapies, special educa- dueed by Mrs. Pauline BuchanRussell, 3.0; Bruce Scott, 2.80; Knott, Jim Green, Tom Green tion,
hospitalization, recreation, an.
We expect good things too fmm Alan Spencer, 2.80; Pam Stone, and K-Mate, Kathy Lockhart.
camping and other services. .. The Faxon Mothers Club votthe Chestnut trees. The Althea 2.60; Loretta Sweers, 3.0; Betty
The Circle K members made
The campaign in Kentucky ed unanimously to pass a resodid well last year and should Jo Ward, 3.0.
a presentation to Dr. Harold will extend through Easier Sun- lution to commend the teachers
do famously this 'year.
Freshmen
Fversmeyer, for 'serving as Cir- day, March 29.
tor remaining in their positions
Cathy Christopher, 3.0; Mark cle K advisor.
during the recent teacher strike.
The Japonica has buds on it Compton, 3.0; Ann Erwin, 2.60; • Pre:.‘dent Tom Turner presidFhe resolution was published in
which will open at the drop of Nancy Herndon, 2.80; Barbara ed at the meeting. Bill Boyd
the Ledger & Times on Friday,
• bit of sunshine, and the Jon- Howard, 2.60; Chuck Hussung, had as his guest his son, MarMarch 6.
quils are about to follow suit. 2,80; Larry Lockhart, 2,56; Pau- tin Boyd..
•
la Lyons, 2.60; Bob Pinks-ton,
The Portulaca is all geared up 2.78; Ellen Quertermous, 3.0;
we feel sure and the Box Elder Sue Robartt, 2.50; Sarah Sams,
The Murray Girl Scouts wil;
is already green.
3.0; Laura semann, 2.80, Teresa
begin their observance of Girl
Sheeks, 2.60; Penny Terhune,3.0.
Scout Week by attending The Murray Branch ,of the
The Notsis should lose that
8th Grade
church services on Sunday American Association of Uniburned look and get blue and
Susan Adams, 2.67; Maggie Batheir uniforms.
The Murrai Fire Department dressed
the same with the Taxus Capita- ttle, 3.0; Corby Boles
%crafty Women will meet TuesBoles, 3.0; Phy& and the Taxa* Densiformis, llis Budzko, 3.0; Kay
2.60; was called to the home of Mr.
Mrs. Robert Fox, neighbor- day, March 10, at 7i30 p.m. at
except they'll get greener.
Doom Cole, 3.0, Mary Doran, and Mrs. Joe Parker, 500 Vine hood chairman, said the Girl the home of Mrs. 41fred M.
2,82; Gingy Flora, 2.56 • Susan Street, on Friday morning at Scouts are observing their 58th Wolfson, 310 North 14th Street.
We'll spot a good speciman of Hainsworth, 3.0; Vicki Kaberer, 8:43.
"Man's Effect on the Quantianniversary during the comin
Mullen (Rabbit Tobacco) and 256; Cathy Mitchell, 2.78; Irina
t% and Quality of Air add Watweek.
said
records
department
keep from mowing it dowb.so Nicks, 3,0; Beverly Pular,2.82; Fire
er" will be the subject for disASTRONAUT VISITS MURRAY STATE -Stott Carpenter, termer astronaut and •
was from an electric
The Girl Scouts stand for
It can reach its .full heighth. Tanya Reeder, 2.78;Selwyn Schu- the fire
was out high standards of personal be cussion with Miss Roberta
tieneut, chats with two Murray State %haver sky students after arriving on the campus to
and
stove
the
on
wire
We have stakes by the Chigger ltz, 3.0, Libby Sims 3.0; Beth
Whitnah.as the leader. She will
firemen.
participate In the Mut evening of the Insight 1970" symposium March 34. Shown with Car,
haviour, Mrs. Fox said.
lw assisted by Mrs. Rolfe E
Weed to keep from mowing Wilson, 3.0; Melanie Wilson, on arrival of the
penter are Jerry [Orem, • Paducah (unto'', who was chairman of the Insight pubik relataken
Orders are still being
1'
King,
and
over it.
Mrs.
William
D.
2.89.
tions committee, and Linda Brownfield. • Murray senior, who was • member of the
vitti six for Girl Scout cookies and,. per;_.
Two trikits alikar
execuaete-reeregitteee. The' their"of "the -program which featured
`-regthrr
IOU
-Girl-Soma rar All members are urged to al
four speakers, was
- ads
OK. Mr. Spring,we are re
"Dimensions of a NeW Decode."
ltarthoiomy,
Ledee
3.0; Laur- men answered t
their
supply.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
.
no
whenever you are.
•
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Mrs. Armstrong Is
Claimed By Death

Shaded area shows path of totality for solar
eclipse due March 7, 1970.

Milam Named
To Manage
New Center

1

Honor Roll For MHS Is
Named For Third Period

Solicitation For
Easter Seal
Drive Tuesday

Fain Mothers Ckib
To Buy Equipment For
The School Playground

Letter To Editor

New Concord Parents
Club Meets Tuesday

Circle K Club Give
Program AT Kiwanis

WEARIER REPORT

Murray RI Scouts
Observe Nation Week

Remo Answer Call To
Joe Palter Nome

Murray Brmcb AAUW
To Meet On Tuesday

THE

LEDGER

&

TIMES
most
violent
inflation our
ever
known,"
country
has
Hoppin Bros. & Co. says. The
firm believes the appeal of
Interest-rate stocks is insufficient to warrant other than
short-term buying.

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Inc., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
The Tunes-Jlerald, October 20, 192.8, and the West Kentuckian,
January 1, 1942.
III N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentodcp Mel
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
or Public Voice items educe. in our opinion, are not far the beet
interest at our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 15013
Madman Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Rids., New Yore. N.Y.,
cuePuenaun ialcig.. Detroit, Mich.
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
transmission as Second Class Matter
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. Per week 34. Per
Mdatei $1.a4 In Catioway and adjoining counties, per year, 0.50;
'‘unea 1 & J, ;14.uu; kasewhere 416.0U. All service subscriptions $8.00.

NOW

'he Ow:standing civic Asset of a Community is the
linearity ot ha Newspaper"
SATURDAY — MARCH 7. 1970

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
MIA FARROW

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
..
Fire struck at the heart of the business district in Murray
today, but the dangerous blaze was quickly extinguished at the rear
of Raines Sign Shop on Main Street, Smoke poured into Hale's
Barber Shop, Gambel's, and Jeffrey's.
Permits issued by I. H. Key, city building inspector, during the
month of February amounted to $95,000.
Gordon R. Crouch of Lynn Grove has been named crew leader of
(alloway County for the 1960 census of Population and Housing.
Dr, Hugh McElrath was the speaker at the meeting of the
Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

NOW YOU KNOW why politicians have such a hard time
finding out which way the wind is blowing in Washington,

Growing Crime, Vandalism
Cause For Alarm Over Nation

The growing incidence of crime and vandalism is. causing
alarm as well as losses, to independent businesses in the sman
LEDGER & TIKES FILM
lier communities.
4. tha time for this eoadition appears to center on two
The Murray population is almost assured of reaching 10,000 quite opposite causes; the courwith the announcement today that the college census will be added ts and drugs. In addition, a large
to the Murray poptilM1011.
percentage of the people appear
The City of Murray will install additional parking meters, ready to accept some quite drasaccording to City Councilman Vernon Hale.
tic methods of law enforcement.
The Vivace Club of the music departmentof Murray State College
This is showing up in a spewill present Harry Lee Neal, pianist, in a concert on March 14, cial report being received by
"The Red Danube" with Walter Pidgeon, Ethel Barrymore,Peter the National Federation of InI awford, Janet Leigh, and Angela Lansbury is playing at the Varsity dependent Business from a surT heatre.
vey sent out to the 2,500 volunteer District Chairmen boated
throughout the country. Currently almost 80 percent have replied. The volunteer District Chairmen are leaders in their communities with a broad background of conditions and tittituden in their areas,
The Murray loose leaf floors maintained their season record
The chairman of a small town
this week by continuing to pay higher prices for dark fired tobacco
In Wisconsin, reporting that crithan any other market in the area. The average was $7.60 Per me is getting out of hand commhundred.
ents, "Nationally I think we sh.-Jack Henry. Mary Jo Pentecost, Herbert Lax, Locale Fay Hart,
Gene Brewer, Mary Edith 14LI, and William Johnson, music students gat Charles Farmer ofMurray HighSchool,will present a program
at a flopkinsville radio station March 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Gentry Lovett are the parents of a boy born March
6.
The marriage of Miss Kathleen Myers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
alon Myers, to Ralph Riley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carlin Riley,
was solemnized on March 2.

20 Years Ago Today

30YearsAaoThisWeek

NEW YORK (UP!)— Increasing prospects of easier money Mexican Spending
and changing investor attitudes In United States
should encourage the market to
MEXICO CITY (UPI) —
continue to advance modestly, Mexican tourists in the
Unite('
Co.
&
Vine
A,
Edward
States in 1967 spent $162.0
,
investment
However,
believes.
million, says the American
considerpolicy should take into
Chamber of Commerce of
that
possibility
the
ation
Mexico.
Inflation will remain an
omic factor longer than is
presently anticipated, the firm
says. The cost of new "quality
of life" improvement programs
will add to cost-push inflation
while dialiag little to increase
ENDS
production of goods or services,
! TUESDAY
It adds.
c0000coococc.)v v
•
--6.4-4.4
4.6 dr•-••••Although investors remain
cautious and the background
economic news is still rather
unfavorable, Hayden, Stone Inc.
says, a good deal of price
as taken place
discounting
during the past 12 months of
declining action and, for the
ufficial y it was gusting west-northwest up to 25 mph, but
first time in quite a while, the
you can't tell it from flags at the Washington Monument.
market appears to have found a
price support base, If the news
Likewise, in a small Illinois Is not yet a problem, commen- turns suddenly bearish and the
city the chairman reports crime ts."... but drugs just got start- market is carried below current
-)000
R
0000
Is not a pressing problem say- ed here so rest will follow." levels, it would represent a
rri
ing, "We have an excellent poliThere is showing up substan- "most attractive opportunity"
7:SO, 9:15
S:15,
130.
restores
ce force and our police chief tial unanimity on the solution for acquiring selected issues,
Is the no-nonsense type."
to the problem.
13mber,ed Performance Pleketo
according to the brokerage.
On Bale for 730 remises
From a medium-size Virginia
There also appears a growing ,lommunity the comment is, "Gi- For the investor who anticipates
COMING WEDNESDAY!
drug and narcotic problem reach- ve more authority to local police
a fairly early end to the current
ing out even into the smaller, and local courts,.
less to the "nightmare" credit squeeze
more isolated communities.
Supreme Court."
value of a comp=
asset
From a medium-size MassachFrom a rural community in whose stock Is being consider
usetts community comes the reMissouri, "It's a shame our may outweight current earning
"Polk% depaitment seems
people who enforce the law ar power, "since sharply, but
to be Increasingly unable to cope
hampered in doing their job." temporarily depressed earnings
with problems, particularly narA medium-size city in Ala- may well be followed by the
cotics."
bama,
"Stop coddling prisonA small upper New York state
ers, enforce the laws, back up
chairman reports no increase in
law enforcement officers and mamajor crimes, but an increase
ke prisons unpleasant,"
in thefts giving the reason as
There are also indications de"mostly associated with a growveloping out of the survey that due
ing dope problem."
From an isolated southern Cal- to alarm over the robberies and
ifornia college community comes murders of small businessmen,
a report that crime is not a pro- getting underway in some areas
blem "excepting, of course, the private guard services are being
use of narcotics, soft andbard." sponsored co-operatively as an
A report from Connecticut sa. adjunct to local police protection.

uid turn every government agency loose in erasing organized
criminals even if we ha** a
lice state for as long -as it
takes to clean up the mess:"
A chairman in Delaware strikes acommon note, with the United States Supreme Court showing
up as the main culprit. This
community leader says, "Supreme Court decisions have greatly hampered law enforcement.
It is time to consider the rights
of victims as well as criminals."
This same sentiment is reported from Ohio where a chairman
says. "Not adequate punishment
tor crimes committed. Politicians always listen to criminals
Instead of victims."
Chairmen reporting that crime
is not a problem in their area
's, "Much of our crime is causalso give some interesting Coed by the increased dependence
mments On Why this situation preon drugs."
vails.
From a small town in northOne in a smaller community
ern California,"
drug addiccrime
reports
who
California,
in
tion in high schools."
Is not a problem. says, "Our
A small town mid-New York
sheriff's department is very effstate chairman reports crime
icient."

JOHN AND MARY

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

Smoking Beagle To
Be Unveiled In
Ad Protests

ALMO PTA M
Bennett, Jame
Carl Ellis, H. L
James Conner,

The Animal Protection Instil.
ute of America announced today
It would release previously unpublicized photos of beagle dogs
and other animals being forced
to inhale cigarette smoke to "prove" smoking causes cancer in
humans.

According to Belton P. Mouras, President of the Institute
based in Sacramento, California,
the photos will be part of a
ionwide campaign using paid n
wspaper advertisements to pr
test what he termed "cruel,
necessary and repetitious
ejoicing in hope patient in tribulation: continuing instant in
periments."
irc,yer.— Romans 12:12,
The smoking beagle research
If you follow this formula you will receive inner assurance
was reported earlier this month
that 'will support your hope.
by Drs. F. Cuyler Hammond,Chief Biostatistician for the American Cancer Society and Oscar
Auerbach. Pathologist at the East
Orange, New Jersey Veterans
By United Press Internatonal
Administration Hospital,
"For two-and-a..half years reFulton E. Young and Irene C.
Today is Saturday, March 7,
searchers made dogs smoke thYoung to J. D. DOWLIS and Beulah
the 66th day of 1970 with 299 to
emselves to death to prove allek
Downs; 50 acres in Calloway
follow.
between smoking and cancer—a
County.
The moon is new.
fact established to the U. S. SurMorris Wilson and Rose WilThe
morning
stars
are
geon General's satisfaction yeson to J. D. Downs and Beulah
Mercury and Jupiter.
ars ago," Mouras said.
Downs; 50 acres in Calloway
The evening stars are Venus,
Mouras termed smoking dog
'County.
Mars and Saturn.
experiments "unnecessarily crPaul 11, George to Joe. P.
On this day in history:
uel", and Said that his pictures
IL.
Carraway and Sue Carraway; 40
In 1932 some 3,000 men rioted
would show a beagle attached
contemplates
•
swinas
he
Stevesis
Macnee
sits
next
to
Connie
Holding a wad of loot, Patrick
acres hi Calloway County.
for jobs at the Detroit plant of
to a smoking machine with a pldling gambit in his "Mister Jcirico" role. "The Avengers" is in the rit-nan stage now, but
Jotua C. Quertermous and Ella
Ford Motor Co., in the midst oi
astic cigarette holder surgically
Meows is getting plenty of acting work as he tries to escape lb* image of John Steed.
Mae Quertermous to Etta New.
the depression. Four ...sae
Inserted in his throat.
lots on Wedls Drive.
2-- lot
of
fun
says,
"but
it
was
a
classical
background, from
By MEL REIMER
--Joseph T. Sredd and Larne Ined.1936 Adolf Hitler ordered ONCE IN a while a TV actor 'Hamlet' to Oscar .Wilde, but 'Di' Rigg was just marvelous "For obvious reasons these
Sy.
and
work with. The only thing shocking pictures were deliberSledd to Otis H. Wilson
Nazi troops into the becomes so identified with his I'm not actually an ideal Brutus to
his
withheld from the public
as or Mark Anthony. Steed is much was, a great deal more work
'via Estelle Wilson; lot On Highrole
-Leonard
series
Nimoy
the
Vet.
Rhineland, violating
than usual—for a great deal by researchers," Mouras said,
Mr. Spock, for example, or Jim more my style."
way 121.
sallies Treaty. ,
In "Mr. Jerico," Macnee DID leas pay than on Americah TV' The ads will also expose the
Arness as Matt Dillon -- that
Robert E. Thornburg and MarIn 1945 the First Army
little known fact that the experguerite Thornburg to Keniana crossed the Rhine River at you just know it'll be a hard play a Steed-type character, but —went into it, and we would
,having the beautiful average three weeks or so to do iments are continuing.
Developmeot Company, Inc.; Remagen, Germany, as World row back for him to do some- instead of
thing else dramatically. But has Diana Rigg opposite him, he one segment."
24.750 acres in Calloway County. War II drew toward an end in
• • •
any one actor been 80 identified had the beautiful Marty Allen,
Robert Fred Herddian and FrEurope, Germany surrendered with a role as Patrick Macnee an ideal complement. The two
OVER THE YEARS, Patrick
, ankle B. Herndon to Fulton Youwith that of John Steed on "The men. unalike as Mutt and Jeff, has spent a good deal of time in
In early May of that year,
rig-ftelaffr, Inc.. lot in Lynnwood
In 1969 two of the three "Avengers"? After seven years become good friends during the the United States, including a
Estate Subdivision. '
taping, two weeks of which took four-year stretch in Hollywood
Apollo 9 astronauts flew their of it?
Calloway Resorts, Inc., to Gle'I just did this 'Mister Jerico' place on the historic island of and a national tour in the Old
lunar module around the main
nn' Ashcraft and Laura Ashcraft;
on ABC's 'Movie of the Week' Malta. To keep Patrick from Vic production of ';A. Midsumspacecraft, then linked the two
and I also worked in an episode being completely rootless. pret- mer Night's Dream." and now
lot in Center Ridge Subdivision.
together.
of 'The Virginian.'" Macnee ty Connie Stevens was in the his home base is California, of
Treamon Cloys and Dottie Lou
--cast.
ifayis in wry disillusionment,
which he is very fond. He is
Cloys to Hyland K. Darnell and
A
the day: and I thought I had created two
thought for
• • •
even Americanized to the point
Norma Dean Darnell; property
said, "I parts totally different from 'The
Meredith
George
LONDON - BORN, Patrick where he sent his son Rupert
on Highway 121.
expect that women will be the Avengers.' Then a good friend went to Eton and played Queen to Princeton, "although I have
Charles Rogers to Charles
congratulated me' on my Work Victoria there in the annual to admit frankly we couldn't
last thing civilized by man."
Rogers, Jr., and Catherine V.
in them . . saying 'Why, old school play. He wan just begin- get him into the English uniRogers; lots in Kentucky Lake
boy, you were great! You ware ning a stage career in Eng- versity we wanted.
NOW YOU KNOW_
Development Corporation SubdiSteed again, right down to the. land when World War II came
"America is so much more
vision.
"
along and he served the !loyal vital than anywhere else," says
by United Press International last syllable!'
• • •
Clarence C
Owens to Enda
as
commander
Navy
of :I. tor- the grandson of Sir Daniel MacThe expression "showing the
PART OF THE problem, of pedo boat. When that role Nt:IM nee, onetime president of the
C. Lewis; lot oe Olive Street.
white feather" denoting cowar- course, is
that
there
are
certain
finished,
he
did
a lot or Biitish Scottish Royal Academy. "I'll
Margaret Real Boyd to Larry dice, derives from the fact that
Edgar Cain and Julia Fay Boyd gamecocks life their hackies inseparable traits about Steed TV and films ione was -The always like London: Of •eourse,
and
Macnee.
Tall,
huityy
and
apElusive
Pimpernel."
with his but it seems to grind me down
:alit; lot on Roy Graham Road, edged with white feathers when
preciative .,s.:, pretty girl, Pat- cousin, David Niveni and a -.ac- and depress me a little. All that
John Marshall Brandon and they do not wish to continue
rick wears velvet-collaredi suit res:trill TV series, "The Moon- space and sunshine in California
Opera
Mildred Brandon to Danny Bran- fighting.
CANCER CRUSADE
jackets and a tasteful string -44 stone,- in Canada.
really intrigues me." He'll be star Marguerite Piazza looks
t don .and Phyllis Brandon; lot on
'PVC heads tinder his wide ties;
"The Avengers" c.iniclag off presently to Australia to
enthusiastic as she holits the
Al:no-Kinsey Road.
he is something of a masculine in 1960, first with Honor
k - appear in "The Secretary Bird,"
"bliettoff
rocket" to start the
Jeff T. Jones to L. A. Rowland
,dandy,
just
as
Steed
was
:in
upman
as
co-star
and
lit'',
a
play, but then will be back
Tau ICapiia Epsilon, the larAuld:L.1(.1in Caseer Soeletyke
and Mary Rowland; property in
to-ilarte Itcgency: buck in _the Meg. Mar-nei. looks kick on lap on the west coast te I :rib try
gest college fraternity, has over
l'elebtoteirt British comic-seri°, seVeri ye:II'S
annual April crusade. The
Calloway County.
111iX,
',1
110-,1 and set Up a breeding ranch for
17,500 studentmembert in 280
niVstety serie.s. "f .sjippose it tions. "I suppose Alijpm it
Veien Lane Darnell to James
luncheon. in
show horses,' and oho comfit& seem:
campus chapters — over 85,000 really is the ,..,orroi I hiii
I do ill Op er. W.04 gl:01 in "II.' iy, the possibility of doing a youti:
Slit. hA, iiniirrgonv (ivy
Lee Darnell, property in Callo- Initiates.
hest,'' tic 11111,
C
,
7.,n43,1134c
pt ii.—arivt'AifiNtA!
eal-tyr-aerWext rear.
•
,14ESPIAL
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make income tax figuring (almost) fun

by

VICTOR

creature comfor
a $100,000-91
should see him
this year.
Has Almost
"I have," Ro
says, "almost
human being co

fully electric adding machine only

Enjoy this speed and accuracy of a
TAU.YMASTER adding machine to help
whisk through takaime figuring chores.
TALLYMASTER can -breeze through the
fob with capacity to spare. Totals IC less
than $1,000,000.00 prints a permanent
and easy-to-read tape. You can trust
TALLYMASTER because it is made by
Victor, America's largest manufacturer of
adding machines. TALLYMASTERS add,
multiply, and subtract. Retractable-carrying handle. Stores upright on desk in 5*
x 7' space. Internal working parts made
of case hardened cadium plated steel.
Attractive avocado. All TALLYMASTERS
parts are guaranteed one year, including
labor. Be one of the smart Americans who
makes income tax figuring (almost) fun,
buy a TALLYMASTER,
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Roberto Clem
to having ever
That goes
about
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the distinction
for a world cha
and nine AILS
winning the be
times, the Gol
nine times an
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As a private
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State Tourney Seating Plan
220

121 122 223

244 225

886

227
151 32

/4
\ 4
9 esit; IL E°
T

1415 -351154 13.i.2431

\444, s

IA

216

210
or a lot of bad luck for this
,4
Rtui
club to lose," Weaver says as
0
he surveys his talent-rich squad
215
201
MIAMI,
Fla. (UPI).-. The in a workout at Miami Stadium.
And Weaver, realizing he's
Baltimore Orioles think and act
as if their crushing defeat by violating the first rule of the
the New York Mets in last "managers' union" by being
Ak4S4t' 202
Ali L K1
6
year's World Series never optimistic, is also the first to
happened.
admit that the Orioles' being
203
Iii 11009 toe% iario4\
Oh, they know it did -from such heavy favorites to repeat
Manager Earl Weaver on down puts him squarely on a spot.
204
to the batboy, they've got the
Torpeoed By Mets
211
210 209 208 toy 20i 20.5
emotional and financial scars to
The Orioles were on the
remember it. But they are not verge of being hailed as one of
letting it disturb their con- the great teams in modern
ALMO PTA WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM-Bottom Row, left to right, Jerry Walker, Dean fidence
TOURNEY GOES ON—Kentucky will crown a new schoolchampionship
that they can win the baseball
when
they
were
Donner, Katherine CI
, Judy Edwards, and Nancy Brandon. Back row, Polly McGinnis, American League championship suddenly torpedoed by the
basketball team whether schools are in session or not, says Ral Dorsey, presicoach, Margie Riley, Margie Woodall, Jeanette Walker, Brenda Smith, and Anna Bennett, Ann again, maybe as easily as they Mets. They had -VQ1P1 the
dent of the Kentucky High School Athletic Assn. (ICHSAA).
e tourney will
Bennett was absent when picture was made.
did in 1969.
be held at Louisville's Freedom Hall probably March 18-21 ast„planned--"even if
American League East Division
it's an invitational," Dorsey promised. The Freedom Hall _seating plan for the
"It will take a lot of injuries by a whopping 19 games, and
I
State Tournament was released by the KHSAA office at Lexington.
WI MIN IMO
then crushed the West champions, the Minnesota Twins. in
three straight games in the AL
playoffs.
During
the
winter, the
Orioles' front office stood pat
on the roster, making only one
trading attempt, for a pitcher,
and that fell through.
And, as these "guys" tune up
for the campaign, it's easy to
see why they are 2 to 1
Silent Screen,jnvenljeAlarn- 4ikv
in their division again.,
fiftsiti-or19.61L-Eeids,a ne,nr-rec- ame it and the
Orioles have
ord field of 193 threezye4e•olds
it -hitting, pitching,
nominated for the 96th Ken- got
tucky Derby, May 2, at Church- efense, depth.
ill Downs.
In the infield. it's Boog
Practically every two-year- Powell (.304 with 37 homers
old major stakes winner in
North America last year, plus and 121 RBI's) at first base,
those which have blossomed out Dave Johnson (.280) at second,
at three this winter, are includ- Mark Belanger (287) at short,
By MILTON RICHMAN
complete jurisdiction of a go- to the clubs and entertain."
ed in the second largest list of and the incomparable Brooks
nominees for the 2125,000 -add- Robinson (.234)
UPI Sports Writer
federal grand jury in Detroit,"
He got op from his chair,
at
third.
ed mile and quarter classic.
McLain said, as he sat in the walked into another room and
Outfield Is Set
The number is exceeded only
LAKELAND, Fla.
front room of his home,
came back with a stack of
by the 196 nominations in 1928 The outfield remains set with
when Reigh Count led a record bon Buford (.291) in left, Paul Denny McLain has been sus- "I realize people would like to offers he had received. They
numbei of 22 starters home Blair (.284 and 26 homers) in pended from
baseball two know about those 'certain were from night clubs, theatriover a heavy track.
admissions' I made to Mr. cal agencies and Las Vegas
center, and Frank Robinson weeks now.
"I feel," Denny McLain says, Bowie Kuhn, the baseball hotels. There were offers of all
Five foreign-breds, three (.308 with 32 homers and 100
"my whole future has been commissioner. That'll all come kinds, even to do a book.
fees England and two from RBI's) in right.
!relied, are among the
blocked these past two weeks, out. But I can't say anything
The telegrams and letters
Backing
them
are
up
Curt
ALMO PTA MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM - Bottom row, left to right, Clifton
nominations along with two
Edwards, Dwain
Motion (.303),and Mery Retten- and when a man has no future about them now on account of keep pouring in.
Bennett, James Bynum, Terry Walter, and Leonard Winchester. Back row, Gene Starks,
fillies.
the grand jury. Look, I want to "Time weighs very heavily on
coach,
MUNI (.247). Weaver will carry he has no reason for living."
Carl Ellis, H. L. Riley, Howard Bucy, Tommy Lee, Ted Darnall, Parvin Hill, Jackie
Bone-chilling as that sounds, play
"We are gratified with the six outfielders 'and the No, 6 job
baseball
more
than my hands," McLain said. "My
Thorn,
James Conner, and Charles Peeler.
number of nominations," Presithe general attitude of Detroit's anything else in the world. I mind wanders all the time. I
dent Lynn Stone said. "The Is the only one where a rookie indefinitely suspended 25-year- miss the ballpark and all
the keep waiting, anticipating, exlarge number reflects the popu- might find a place on the
larity of the Kentucky Derby
It's up for grabs among old pitcher is reasonably good. guys. I'm eating my heart out pecting."
He believes he'll be tack in sitting here knowing they're
Expecting what?
and the confidence horsemen
iivi,t
e • May (.242) and rookies
have in the race. We are truly Terry 'Crowley and Tom Sbopay baseball and has discovered he working out right this minute." "I dunno," Denny McLain
delighted."
has a lot more friends than he
Stories already have begun to confessed. "I have to be
Post time for the Derby is (drafted from the Yankees).
5:30 p.m., Eastern Dayligh, For catching, Weaver says he ever realized. What bathers circulate that Denny McLain is optimistic, I can't be pessimisTime and it will be present, .1 ill generally platoon left-right him most is that he is unable to dead broke, doesn't know where tic. Since this thing happened
as the ninth event on the
with Ellie Hendricks and defend himself publicly yet his next meal is coming from I've had tears in my eyes a
10-race card offered at the hisnE
edy No
tch
.3.
ebaren
r "uoteks,,00e against charges reported by and is having trouble feeding hundred times. I'm one of those
toric tiack.
them is hot." Clay Dalrfta- Sports Illustrated magazine his attractive dark-haired wife, guys who can't cry. If I could I
In announcing that the prothat he
was part of a Sha.ryn, who is the daughter ol would. It would help,"
gram would start at the cusIs
By MILTON RICHMAN
Almost Not quite.
Into the right field fence at tomary time, 11:30 a.m.. and
The
same
terrific pitching is bookmaking operation and asso- Hall of Fanner Lou Boudreau,
UPI Sports Writer
The one thing Clemente does Shea Stadium early in the end at the usual time, 7 p.m.
Mike Cuellar (23-11), ciated with Mafia and Con and his three children, Kris 4,
not have that be would like is season, kept on playing, and President Stone explained thc
Nostra types.
Dennis, 2, and Timonty, 1. The Farmers Grain &
BRADENTON, Fla, (UPI)- the same thing Hank Aaron and aggravated the injury in a interval between races woidd pave McNally (20-7) and Jim
"I cannot say anything in my stories are not true.
almer
(164)
are
be
the
reduced
top
so
three.
that
the
10-ra
•
Roberto Clemente comes close Willie Mays are both after. game with Montreal.
defense because I am under the
"I am in a tad way
card would be completed in t'
Seed Co.
to having everything.
Something only two players
On top of that, he had a same time as the nine-r%.
financially and what I'm doing
That goes whether you're have been able to achieve in lingering problem with his programs in recent years.
now is digging into what I have
Phone 753-3404
talking
David A. "Sonny"- Werbli:
about
as a the past 45 years- 3,000 base shoulder and with his side.
him
left, but we still have enough to • Deka lb
Silent
Screen
entered
the
FLSeed Cern
ballplayer or as a private hits.
Unable to put his arm down one mingo with six straight
eat,"
says.
he
"If
thing
this
victor• Certified Hood Soybeans
Aaron, with 2,956, and Mays time, a ball got by him in the
citizen.
ies after finishing a strom.
is suspension) goes on for
As a ballplayer, the 35-year- with 2,926, are closer, both outfield and Pittsburgh fans second in his debut, Aug.
1, at.
any length of time, I'll have to • Uncertified Hood Beans
old Pittsburgh superstar has having)" played longer, and each booed him.
Saratoga, The chestnut son of
• Certified Dare Soybeans
the distinction of having played should get his 3,000th hit
• No. I & 2 Kobe Lespedeze
Roberto Clemente succeeds Prince John-Prayer Bell
•
a pitching corps headed by BLUE RESIGNS
for a world championship club, sometime this summer. Cle- more times than not. As a Better Self earned 8397,966 ,n
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
•
No. 1 & 2 Korean
and
1969
was rated five pountls
and nine All-Star teams while mente, going in with 2,559, needs ballplayer and as a private superior
UPI Sports Editor
Dick Bosman (14-5) and Casey
Lespedeza
to his contemporari,•
STOCKTON,
Calif,
(UP!)
winning the batting title four 441 more.
Cox (12-7),
in Tommy Trotter's Expericitizen.
• Ky. 31 Tall Fescue
POMPANO
"If I have a decent year, then
times, the Gold Glove Award
If no further trades are Ken Blue, a 48-year-old defenBEACH,
Fla.
That's why his countrymen mental Free Handicap.
Purchased for $39,000 at tie (UPI)- Ted Williams was a made, the Senators will line ip sive specialist who took over as • All Kinds Clovers
nine times and the National I'd like to shoot for it," he keep asking him to run for
Saratoga
yearling
sales by
the University of Pacific's head • Orchard Grass
League's MVP Award once.
says.
public office. That's why he's Werblin, who first scored big smash success in hi.; rookie like this:
football
coach only a month • Rye Grasses
As a private calm, he has a
By a decent year, Clemente not a bad bet to get those 3,000 in football by signing Joe Na- year
Epstein,
as
manager of the
who hit .306 with 30
resigned
ago,
Wednesday to • Ky. Blue Grass
devoted wife, three fine child- figures anything more than 150 hits.
math,- Silent Screen finishing Washington Senators, and now homers is at first, Bernie Allen
strongly to win the Bahama- the question is what does he do (247) and Tim Cullen (.267) are become an assistant with the • Red Creeping Fescue
ren, a beautiful borne In Rio hits. That would put him over
44.
Stakes at Hialeah. in. his first for an encore.
• Shelled Corn
Piedras, Puerto Rico, all the the 2,700 mark and within twoavailable for second base and St. Louis Cardinals.
start at. three.-•
Blue was the second UOP • Baler Twine
season reach of what he wants. Helsinki's Visitors
Is It possible for the usually- Eddie Brinkman, who boosted
creature comforts he needs and That also would pretty much
Joe Nemeth, the colt
woebegone Senators, who his average 80 points to .287 coach to take an assistant's ph • Atrazene
HELSINKI, Finland (UPI) a $100,000-plus salary that xule out early retirement, a
nominated for the Derby by !Lumped from 31 games under last year while continuing his with a pro club in the last
Ilelsinki
hotels
had
327,952
the Llangollen Farm, won
should see him through at least prospect he has talked about
FARMERS GRAIN AND
guests in 1968, a slight (1 per • the 231,150 Florida Breed- .500 to 10 games over it in solid fielding, holds shortstop. month, Doug Scovill, who
this year.
the last year or two.
Williams' first year, to make a Ken McMullen, who hit .272 and preceded Blue, is now an
cent)
ers Handicap, Feb. 23, at
increase over the year
SEED CO.
Has Almost Everything
Talks About Retirement
similarly spectacular jump in tied Baltimore's Brooks Robin- assistant with the San FrancisHialeah.
Railroad Avenue
"I have," Roberto Clemente One reason he talked about it before. • About 88,000 guests
co
Forty-Niners.
1970?
son
for
The
the
best
one-time
fielding
"Splendid
Other capitalists of pc:. Splinter," who won
says, "almost everything a this past season was because he were from countries outside
American average at the position, is the
Scandinavia.
•
nominated include:
human being could ask for."
pulled his left thigh running
eague "Manager of the Year" solid third baseman,
Mrs. Ethel D. Jacobs' Hir
Howard, who ran 48 homers,
Echelon, winner of the Be; honors for 1969, won't make a
mont Futurity and the Pimlico- prediction.
Ill runs and a .296 average, is
Laurel Futurity and earner 01 "It's true that this year
the outfield star. The candi$240,100 last year. The roan
son of Native Charger-Luquillo know most of 'em right from dates for the other spots are
ON
by Princequillo was assigned the beginning and have some Hank Allen (.277), Brant Alyea
123 pounds, second to Silent idea of what they can do," (.249), Del Unser (286) and Lee
Screen, in the Experimental. Williams said. "Last year
I Maye (.277), who was obtained
YOUR
Robins & Resseguet, Jr.'s
from Cleveland last season.
Insubordination, stakes winner had to have somebody next to
Platooning Catchers
Murray, Ky
• Mayfield, Ky.
at five major tracks, was rank- me at the start telling me their
Behind the plate, Williams is
ed level with High Echelon in names."
the Experimental at 123 The Senators' improvement likely to platoon righthanded
pounds. He won $256,022.
in 1969 was impressive- their Paul Casanova (.216) and
H. Allen's Forum was as
lefthanded John Roseboro
signed 120 pounds in the Ex- first winning record in 17 years,
perimental. This son of Jaipur'- their best won-lost percentage (.263), signed as a treeagedt.
Bosman and Cox both were
Let H & R BLOCK Come To The Rescue
Decor II, by Court Martial in 24 years, and, finishing in
won the Garden State Stakes. fourth place in the American surprises on the mound in '69,
Other, Derby nominees prom- League East, they were only and Williams can only hope it
Saturday and Sunday - March 7 and 8 Only
inent last year ranked high in four
BOTH
No need to get lost in oil
games out of second place. was no illusion.
the Experimental are: ProtanAfter a 2-9 season in 1968,
the details of tax prepar- FEDERAL
Same Basic Lineup
to, Irish Castle, Jackal, My Dad
George, Hard Work, Ring 'For In general, the Senators will Bosman suddenly turned tiger
ation. BLOCK will qeickly
AND
Nurse, Brave Emperor, Terla- be going in 1970 with the same at the end of '69 and won his
prepare your return and
STATE
go and the filly, Sunny Sal. basic lineup- a solid attack led last eight starts after being out
With purchase of
guarantee its accuracy.
Among those displaying monauthority at three than two is by Dome run sluggers Frank a month with a sore shoulder.
Make tracks to H & R
the Her-Jac-Stable's Naskra, Hower() and Mike Epstein and His 2.19 earned run average
BLOCK.
UP
winner of the Everglades at
tied for best in the league. Cox,
a Bucket or Barrel
Hialeah; Rancho Lejos, AWFIV
won the first start of who didn't become a starter
GUARANTEE
Is
From Holme, Plenty Old an,.
career late in February at
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Woodmen Sorority
Installed Sunday
At The WOW Hall

Missionary Society
Of Kirksey Church
Has Program Meet
"Lord Speak Through Me"
waa the theme of the program
presented at the meeting of the
Woman's Missionary Society of
the Kirksey Baptist Church
held on Thursday evening,
March 5, at the church.
The program, directed by
Mrs. Howard Darnell, was in
observance of the week of prayer for home missions and
stressing the Annie Armstrong
Easter offering.
Others on the program were
Mesdames Isaiah Trees, Gerald
Boyd, Mike Sykes, Jackie 'Prem.
Jim Washer, Stevie Trees, Jack
Cain, and R.. W. Blakely. One
visitor was Mrs. Don Lee who
became a new member.
Mrs. Jack Cain presided in
the absence of the president,
Mn. David Brasher, who was
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Stevie Treas.

Moisturizing cream is a
must for legs in cold weather
—especially when mini-skirts
give less than maximum leg

The

shirt

suit

will

The Tau Phi Lambda sorority,
Woodmen of the World, Murray State University chapter,
was installed on Sunday, March
1, at two o'clock in the afternoon at the WOW building.
Mrs. Ruby Jean Sewell, cofounder and national manager
of the sorority from Flint,
Mich., was present to perform
the duties of installing officers
The initiation was conducted
by the Tots Tau chapter oi
Cadiz, and a reception was given by the Omicron Alpha chap
ter of Murray. A cake decorated in the sorority flower, pink
rosebud, was served.
Initiated were Jan Cooper,
Murray, Brenda Rich, Clay,
Dinah Mullinax, Paducah, Emilia Chaney, Hardyville, Marsha
Brooks, Earlington, Ann Cham-se, Becky Hamilberlain, Bohr
ton, Owensboro, Elaine Hamby,
Greenville, Martha Ms.Curry,
bree, Janet Geary, Centralia,
111.„ Candy Drew, Louisville,
Martha Duncan, Calvert City,
Janie Watson, Henderson, Janell Bugg, Clinton, Gloria Byrum, Fulton, Patsy Shelton,
Sebree, Beth Shown, Elizabethtown, and Sharon Walker, Mayfield.
The sorority held its 'first
meeting after the initiation in
the home of its sponsor, Mrs.
Loretta Jobs of Murray, on
Wedneeday, March 4, at six o'.
clock in the evening.
Plans for the first rush program were discussed. Three
rush parties will be given: A
formal tea March 11, an inforI "get together" March 18,
and a formal candlelight service March 25.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Jobs.
The next Meeting of the chapter will be held Wednesday
evening, March 11, after the tea.

be

worn by men during the
inc Ms, predicts "GentleMen's Quarterly." It's a
spruced-up version of the
oldtime slack suit—matching shirt and

pants, the

shirt won

out cher the
trousers Instead of being
tucked in.
Samples of the new shirt
suit: A soft twilled, doubleknit suit with patch porkets
and a leather belted waist;
a grey worsted herringbone
with a self belt. Designer
Larry Kane

predicts that
the shirt suit will, on certain occasions, replace the
sport coat.

protection against winter
weather.
Apply cream at night and
in the morning, before stepping out into the icy air.

DEAR ABBY: My -boyfriend. who is 30 years old, lives
with his mother who has been a widow since he was very
small.[He always has.1
What puzzles and disturbs me is the sleeping arrangement at his house. He sleeps in the same bedroom with his
mother. [Twin beds, but in the same room.1
There is another bedroom in the house, but it is cluttered
full of junk. and they never seem to get around to cleaning it
out so be can move into it.
Do you think there is something abnormal here, and if
so. is there any hope for a normal husband-wife relationship
with a man like this? He has many wonderful qualities, such
as attentiveness, belief in God, and faithfulness. I trust him
corrpoetely and know he would be a good husband, provider,
and father. But I keep wondering if this relationship with his
PUZZLED
mother might later ruin our marriage.
DEAR PUZZLED: The only advice I can give you with
the limited information you have given me is. DON'T marry
this man until you are sure that he can live without his
mother. I would not take lightly the fact that be and mama
still share the same bedroom. It's not the healthiest omen.
DEAR ABBY Our married children are always telling
us they would like a photo of mom and dad, but they don't
offer to pay for it. and we have better use for our funds.
Photographers go to schools and take beautiful photographs of children for a very reasonable price. Stores offer
coupons to take lovely photos of babies for as little as 99
cents. But a regular studio photo of a couple costs a fortune.
Why don't some of these photographers get smart and
offer picture coupons to us Senior Citizens at prices we can
afford to pity? It wouldn't take nearly as much time to get us
posed and "smiling," as it would a baby. Then our children
would have a decent liken•ss to show to their children and
grandchildren.
To future generations, a picture of "grandma and
grandpa" together after 40 or 50 years of marriage might be
something to brag about. What do YOU think, Abby?
OLD FOLKS
DEAR OLD FOLKS: I think it's a great idea. and
undoubtedly no will some sharp photographers — if they
haven't already thought of it. But there will be some who
will think its for the -birdies."
DEAR ABBY: How can I keep a dear, little old lady in
her 70's from taking my newspaper every day? She tells me
she doesn't think it's a good idea for my newspaper to be
outside my door because it' is a "signal" to burglars that
nobody's home.
Abby I work the 3'to 11 shift, and sometimes I sleep
late, but when I get up I want my newspaper to be there!
Most of the time it's gone, so I knock on my little old
neighbor's door and she hands it over, telling me she's had it
at her "daughter's" house, or her "brother's" house, en even
to a friend's house down the street. •
Any suggestions?
ANNOYED
DEAR ANNOYED: Yes. Tell your little old neighbor that
yea appreciate her thoughtfulness, but in the future you'll
take your chances with the "burglars." as please leave year
newspaper aloft*.
DEAR ABBY You gave some good reasons why a man,
if given a choice, prefers to date a divorcee over a widow.
But you forgot'one of the most important:
When a man takes a widow out, she usually spends the
entire evening telling him what a great guy her husband was.
But when- a man takes out a divorcee, she's not about to rave
about what a great guy her ex-husband was because if he had
been all that great, she'd still be married to him LENNY
What's your problem? You'll feel better It you get 11 .1!
your chest. Write to ABBY. Hot 69700. Los Angeles. Cal.
Weft. For a personal reply esciolie stamped, addressed
envelope.
Hate to write letters' Send SI to Abby, Boa avec law
Angeles. Cal. Melt for Abby's booklet, "How to Write I AI.
sera for All Oceasteas."
.
-

Sunday, March
fellowshi
monthly
The
breakfast for members of the
Murray-Calloway County Shrine
Club and their families will be
held at Holiday Inn at nine
am.
•••
Monday, March 1
The Americas Legion an
Auxiliary will meet at 7:90 p
m. at the Legion Hall.
•••
The Almo Elementary Sch
PTA will meet at the school
cafeteria at two p.m.
•••
The Wranglers Riding Club
wW have a skating party at the
Benton Skating Rink at seven
p.m The cost will be one dollar per person. All members
are urged to attend and bring
a friend.
• ••
The National Hairdressers
and Cosmetologists will meet at
the Leta'p Beauty Salon at sevMrs. Anna Lou Edwards
en p.m. The program will be
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Augustus French of Mill Shoals, Ill, given by a color technician
announce the engagement and forlhcoming marriage ef their-from Redken.
•••
daughter, Anna Lou Edwards, to James Robert Lee, son of Mr.
The Calloway County Geneand Mrs. William Earl Lee of Murray. .
Society will moot at
Mrs. Edwards, a graduate- of Mille-Preirie High
a student at Murray State University majoring in special educa- the home of Mrs. James Byrn at
1:30 p.m.
tion.
• ••
Mr. Lee is a 1966 graduate of Murray State University and
Homemakers
Suburban
The
Is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha social fraternity. Following graduation he servefl. foui years with the United States Marines, Club will meet at the home of
thirteen months bi whin was spent in the Republic of South Mrs- 0. J. Jennings at seven
Vietnam. He esti-discharged with the rank of captain. Mr. Lee p.m
• ••
Miss Nannette -Solomon
Is now employed at the Peoples Bank in Murray.
Pleasant Grove
South
The
Baptist
Grove
Elm
be
solemnized at the
The marriage will
Mr. and Mrs. William Henry Solomon, Jr., of Murray anChurch on Saturday, April 11. at three-thirty o'clock in the af- Homemakers Club will meet at
pounce the engagement of their only daughter, Nannette, to
ternoon. All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to the home of Mrs. Clifton E. Anthony
B. Kaiser, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony B. Kaiser,
Jones at one p.m.
attend.
•• •
Sr., of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Miss Solomon is a 1969 graduate of Murray State UniverThe Bethany Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist sity where she was a member of Alpha Gamma Delta social sorChurch will meet at the home ority. She is presently employed as a teacher at Greener School
of Mrs. V. W. Parker at seven In the Mt. Healthy District of Cincinnati.
The Women's Society of
Mr. Kaiser attends the University of Cincinnati evening
p.m.
•••
and is associated with Cincinnati Milling Machine Com- Christian Service of the Goshcollege
Mr. and -Mrs. Jerry Franklie_
en United Methodist Church
Beta Sigma Phi sorority pany as a field service representative.
Thompson of Route Three, Pur
Group II of the Christian The
The wedding will be solemnized on Sunday, June 14, at met Tuesday evening, March 3,
year,, Tenn., are the parents of Women's Fellowship of the is scheduled to meet at the
at 7:30 p.m. two-thirty o'clock in the afternoon at St. Leo's Church. Only out attbe church.
a baby girl, Dena LaRae, weigh First Christian Church held its Community Center
•••
Mrs. Delpha Rhonda presentof town invitations are being sent and all friends and relatives
ounces,
twelve
pounds
six
tog
regular meeting on Tuesday.
the program on "Prejudice"
ed
to
invited
cordially
are
Bell
MattM
Hays
attend.
The
Circle
born on Tuesday, March 3, at March 3, at two o'clock in tlis
and said itha oursemo of the
United
First
the'
Methodist
of
8:30 pm. at the Murray-Calla- afternoon at the church librans
comers Club eirrIll meet at as Progrom awe to lows bow other
Church WSCS will meet at the
way County Hospital.
Community Center at 7:30 p. at. women faced preludice.
p.m.
seven
at
hall
social
They have a son, Jay FrankMrs. Wayne Sheeks present•••
•• •
Alla will speak on Others on the program were
Willard
lin, age sixteen months. The ed an inspiring devotion and
Mrs. Nell Rhea, Mrs. Ruth Wil11
March
of
Cordelia
The
Circle
drugs.
Erwin
Wednesday.
father is employed at the Mur- the study on "China".
Mrs. Earnestine Venehle,
son,
Chib
Woman's
Hazel
will
The
(lake
UnitGrove
the South Pleasant
The women of the
ray Division of the Tappanmeet at the club room at seven and Mrs. Linda White.
Church
for
Methodist
WSCS
meet
will
ed
Club
Country
Company
was
meeting
Presiding at the'
Mrs. Nancy Wheatley gave
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Parks. Announce- will meet at the church at seven bridge at 9:30 a. m. with Ruth p. in,
•••
an inspiring devotion on "Ridhostess.
p.m.
as
7534060
Brandon
Mrs. Atkins Thompson of Put- ments were made of the World
ing Ourselves of Prejudice" us•••
Friday, March 13
Make reservations by noon
year, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Day of Prayer on Friday, the
ing as her scripture, Zac. 7:9.
HomemakMurray
North
The
Sigma
Department
the
of
The
Tuesday.
Sam Myers of Benton. Mrs. Me- dinner at the church on Thurs•••
ers Club will meet at the home Presiding at the business
ths Myers of Benton is a great day, and the breakfast at the Murray Woman's Club will
of Mrs. K. T. Crawford at 1:30 meeting was Mrs. Ruth Wilson.
club
the
at
at
meet
house
7:30
will
Club
Crafts
and
Arts
The
grandmother.
week.
church next
The minutes of the last meetp.m. Hostesses will ,,be Mes- meet at the IiiMe of Mrs. Neva
•••
ing were read by Mrs. Venable.
On,
Richard
dames
James
Street,
14th
South
102
the
read
Waters,
Jones
Mrs. Clyde
Mrs. Corbett Panes, announSunday, March 15
treasurer's Frank, Fred Wells, Bill Wyatt, at 2:30 p. m.
John Trevor is the name cho- minutes and gave the
The District I spring meeting ced the World Day of Prayer
•••
and Walter Jones,'Jr.
• ••
observance on Friday, March 8,
sen by Mr. and Mrs. Dan W. report.
The New Concord Homemak- of the Business and ProfessionDuring the social hour the The
at St. John's Baptist Church.
Miller, 104 Williams Avenue,
Women's
be
al
will
Club
held
Theta
of
Department
the
Mrs
ers Club will meet at the home
Murray, for their baby boy, hostesses, Mrs R. L. Wade,
Murray Woman's Club will of Mrs. John Wells at one p. m. at Holiday Inn, Mayfield, at The meeting ,was closed by pray.
Clem
Mrs.
and
Wainscott,
cieighing nine pounds, born on Frank
9:30 a. m. Make reservations byier by Mrs. Obene Halm
t at the club house at 1:30
•••
refreshments o
Wednesday, March 4, at 1:50 Moore, served
Refreshments were served by
March 11.
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Circle
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The
tin
to
nuts
•••
pan, at the Murray-Calloway cake, coffee, and
Mrs. Ivan Outland and Mrs.
s C. W. Jones, Robert Jones, First United Methodist Church
Th
present.
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County Hospital.
Wells Lovett, Oweneboro at-Clarence Hortond A. L Hough.
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•••
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City.
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"Your
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for
Wells Boulevard, at 7:30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Miller of
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The New Providence Homethe Seventies" of the Christian
For Tea Time
Hazel Route Two and P. I).
makers Club will Meet in the
The Harris Grove Homemak- Social Concerns committee at
Lovett of Dexter Route One are
home of Mrs. Terry Housden at ers Club will meet at the home the WOW Hall at 2:30 p. at.
On chilly days, nothing is
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Keeping on the trail of those mythical pictures, we stopped
briefly at STEELE AND ALLBRITTEN'S. They had a hot chess
game going and you don't get information at a time like that. Got a
glimpse of RICHARD NESBITT'S back. He quips, "don't even have
to look up to know who that is." How come? Haven't seen him in
over twenty years.
EARL STEELE was in Mississippi last week - quail huntingno Information or pictures.
TVA has begun a new pro- 20 new washtub nesting structWILL ED STOKES - I believe you have the pictures but you lay gram to establish a year-round ures were recently set up. The
too many false trails or else move too fast for us.
population of ducks and geese nests stand on poles above the
by LIM SMITH
JOHNNIE GARLAND and family are owned by a talented fellow in the Tennessee Valley, the ag- water and are patterned after
named "Reb". Two years of trying to get his picture, including ency announced today. The work a novel idea developers by bioNo hunting, no fishing, no pictures, No Nothing! If you would
last Sunday. No picture.
is being done in cooperation logists on the West Coast when
prefer no gab just lend your warming pan and I'll go back to bed.
CHRIS MILLER owns the beautiful "Zeb' in size Zeb reminds with Tennessee, Kentucky, an they found Canada geese nestTwo weeks of jogging in rain, sleet, snow, and gale winds netted
you of a water buffalo, but he is very intelligent, handsome and Alabama state wildlife agencies ing high above water in abanabsolutely nothing. The fact that the Kentucky season is closed gentle
(to us anyway), if you get past that threatening growl. Chris and the U. S. Bureau of Sport doned osprey nests. The same
for hunters and it's too dern cold to fish brings little consolation. is
teaching him many tricks, the first was obedience. Chris is Fisheries and Wildlife.
type of nests will be used elseFacts have no business getting in the way of a good story.
almost shy but not when you're talking about Zeb. They are a
The new program is design- where in the Valley in a later
Started out to cut for sign - figuring on some stories
of past great pair!
ed to learn what kinds of wa- stage of the program.
successes - only to discover where we are everyone else just
NORA WYATT lost her dog and is now trying to talk TINA terfowl can best live in the
The work also will include
left. We have two poor choices - either gab about nothing or fill (her
mom) into allowing her to get a German Shepherd. These two Valley, and then find ways to small-scale field studies to dethe page with magazine cutouts. You gentlemen who scream the ladies
are the type people you want forfreinds. We borrow Nora encourage them to live on TVA termine the most successful
loudest at the 'fillers' used in place of "people type fun' offer the any
techniques for increasing Catime we can pry her away from Mom, the BLACKWELLS and lakes year-round.
least help in getting people news. It's past time for us to 'put up HOLTONS.
The Tennessee Valley has at- nada geese and wood duck popBeing so very pretty, courteous and entertaining, this
or shut up'.
youngster is much appreciated. It's fun to listen to "girl giggles, tracted migrating waterfowl ulations. These will use captive
All the pleading for mail and help netted one letter. MISS MAUDE
whispers and happiness". We're awaiting our turn to enjoy the since TVA made available 190,- goose flocks and "imprinted"
SWINDELL sent the information we asked for in the next mail. Her
000 acres of land and water a- wood ducks (those who knew
company of Tina and Nora again.
continued assistance and prompt response is nothing short of phenolong its lakes for state and that a netting box in the Tenminal. Even three more readers with her brand of interest would
MARINE PFC. RICHARD K. HUTSON:If computers are so smart- Federal wildlife management nessee Valley region Is home).
make this job so much more fun and almost possible,
ask one why we haven't heard from you. Perhaps you could get the programs. As a result more than Later, captive goose flocks and
For the first time we were cautiously hoping for a story on a machine to keep
By C. F. Smith
of Parks, said the festival idea
up your correspondence. Sorry about "Mackie." 300,000 ducks and geese now imprinted wood ducks will be
"supposed to be" fox hunt. Should have known it was another false We
came about because "Each year
played doctor, nurse, and vet - around the clock (or day and pass through the Valley each placed at selected waterfowl
trail. There is no fool like an old fool and this one continues to night) for a
FRANKFORT, Ky.- The first when the water temperature in
management areas in the reweek. He died while sleeping. Cause unknown, We've year.
hopel One day a fox hunter will just walk up like a man and give had dogs poisoned,
Western Kentucky Crappie Fes- the western Kentucky lakes warIf the effort to establish resi- gion.
shot, hacked with a hoe, and run down, in the
us a story and share his hounds. It is our conclusion only one such past twelve
If the project is successful, tival will get underway April 1 ms up to 62 degrees the crappie
dent waterfowl populations in
years so it could have been almost anything.
heater is living today (fox hunter, not a story giver, that Ls) MR.
the Vallqy states is successful, TVA said, state wildlife agen- in the Kentucky Lake-LAKE Bark begin their run, moving into their
WHITT IMES is among the greats in his sport. I can't get to him.
spawning grounds in shallower
PROBLEM: The mind just won't 'mind me' anymore. Operating TVA said, this Can hell) offset cies, private landowners and ley area.
After three years of pleading, it's becoming obvious he isn't like - two times up
the declines in waterfol result- sportsmen's clubs may be asked
Under pint sponsorship ofthr- water."
and three times down!
ing from destruction of breed- to help- begin a much larger ee state agencies, the Departcoming to us.
"Fishermen have found that
ing, grounds in the northern program using an already-estab- ment of Parks, Highways and during this spawning period croSupposedly there are at least a half dozen fox hunters in the
states and Canada, It would also lished resident flock as parent Fish and Wildlife, it is anticipa- ppie will bite like crazy on live
state but we could gain an audience with Nixon easier than with
mean more and larger flocks stock for further wildlife im- ted that the month-long fishing minnows and catches as large
them. Some of those hunters live near Hazel - White's - but which
of ducks and geese here for provement.
ones and where? Any day now they will come forth with news and
festival probably will become as the legal limits, 60 per day,.
L'nder current plans, the first an annual affair, sponsored joi- are not unusual. That
hunting, nature study, casual
hounds - but don't hold your breath!
many crophase of the project will extend ntly by the Kentucky Departmen- ppie can provide a lot
observation, and, research.
Youngsters are not hampered by pretended modesty or up tight'
of really
over
two
The
breeding
program
will
seasons
concentrate
with
emotions, Will invite you to bring your pet or hunter by for a picts
eagles
of
along the Lake Barkley
Parks, Highways and Fish delicious meals," Host said.
Field Trial Area
results
at
first
everted
on
Lpd
Between
sometime
the
ture. -If you can't arrange that, please mail a picture and story.
in and Wildlife.
shoreline last Saturday, includ"Crappie fishing is great spoField trial clubs who run bir4 ing a mature golden, a seldom- Lales, the 40-mile-long recree- the su:nmer of 1972.
W. James Host, commissioner rt for the entire family, because,
Your picture will be returned. •
or
ratep
dogs
area
at
--uminArn
_and
in
MO
are invited te -seen visitor la our area. lilost
RENEE MCDOUGAL brought out the well worn pictures and
no special skill is required and
story of "Shorty Baby" last week. The story being almost three schedule competition in the big, the eagles in Land Between the the- Valley, and on the upper
even the simplest kind of tackle,
years old doesn't bother her at all, after the loss of Shorty Baby, new field trial area in Land Lakes usually fly north around Holston River section of east
a cane pole with hook and line,
Between
the
Lakes.
Tennessee.
Theseason,
the last of March or the first
she doesn't want another 'coon hound of her own, though she loves
will suffice to bring in the limit
A small resident goose flock
daddy's (R.J.'s) champions. They are "Queen", "Ruby", and originally scheduled to close Ma- of April.
_if your luck is just right."
rch
31,
has
been
extended
to
already has been established in
"Traveler". Renee has another friend since a stray kitten wanderThere will be two state parks
Boat Launching Ramps
ed in and found friendship and comfort. The feline began her reign April 12, The 1,000 - acre area
ready to accommodate fisherThere are 12 lake access ar- Land Between the Lakes where
by chasing a rabbft hound. Losing interest in this game she now which opened late last fall is eas on Lake Barkley and 8 on
men during the Crappie Festivchases the rabbit. Thanks honey. Glad to have you with us again. located in the southern portiot Kentucky Lake in Land Between
al: Kentucky Dam Village,(502)
of
Land
Between
the
Lakes
and
Ih`
CORM MCDOUGAL is back at work again, for which we are
362-4271 ,or Kenlake State Park
the Lakes. Most of these areas
truly thankful! Miss-q-ed again. Corctie sold his Beagles. (The runs from the Panther Bay area have concrete boat launching rae
(502) 474-2211-or by calling the
of
Kentucky
Lake
to the Bear mps, picnic
little-uns have a Basset hound, no information on it). Welcome
Department of Parks Central Ree
tables and grills,
Creek embayment of Lake Barhome boy, you had us worried for a spell.
FRANKFORT, }Cy. - Only a day it will start is not known. servation Service in Frankfort,
and
chemical
toilets.
Six
have
Better duck boys this if live ammunition, TED ATKINS - direct kley. The area is seven miles drinking water and are lighted.
small segment of the people in The weatherman has something (502) 223-2326.
quote, "No question about it, I may be looking for a good coon long and has six well-defined Sugar Bay, Redd Hollow, and
the Central United States are to do about that.
Advance reservations for decourses.
Clearings
have
been
hound but if my buddies would get some better hounds I wouldn't
aware of the fabulous crappie
When the shallow waters of hnte lodge rooms or houseiceepBoswell Landing on Kentucky Lamade
in
the
fence
rows
and
other ke and Demumber,s
be looking for better ones to train theirs with." That will draw
run that occurs especially in these two lakes reach 62 degrees big cottages are recommended.
Bay, CraBy Leonard Kimball
blood! It's the innocent bystander that gets hurt. Ted has another brushy areas to provide easy vens Bay, and Neville Bay on
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes, us- the "run" will be on. It may be
Both parks have complete boat
black and tan not mentioned last time. His name is "Rip". Now access by horseback for the han- Lake Barkley are among the
in April.
ually
interrupted by cold, windy wea- dock facilities and both offer fully
FRANKFORT, Ky.- Pleasure
little friends, you wanted to get something started and it seems dlers and' gallery. Food plots most popular of the lake access
Literally millions of fish are ther. But it will start again as improved camping areas. There
you have succeeded. Not about to disclose any confidences, but have been planted throughout the areas, There are no fees for use boaters can expect 100 per cent taken during this month when soon as the weather mends.
are also many excellent private
enforcement
Kentucky
of
antiarea
as
a
part
of
the
wildlife
Ted got your number right off.
the croppie move into the shoreMany old-timers think of April boat docks, campgrounds,hotels,
pollution regulations this summanagement program. Piney Ca- of these facilities.
line to deposit their eggs. It is 15 as the prime time for the motels and restaurants in the vicmer, William 0. Newman, coFishing Notes
BRAD BARNETT had a fourteenth birthday Thursday, February mpground, the first year-round
then that they are most vulnerab- crappie. At least this middle of inity.
fly campground in Land BetSpring-like weather and warm mmissioner of Public Safety, ad- le and the local folks are over- the month
26. Son, that would have been a good day to be absent. Your friends
period has been the
vises.
ween
the
is
Lakes,
just
rains
three
brought
about
the
first
'happy
probably made it rough on you, but we hope you had a
whelmed by the great catches time when many of the past
and many more'. na-ad and his daddy, MAX, are groat fishermen miles south of Panther Bay. Fie- real flurry of fishing activity ,The regulations require the that are made during this run. runs have been at their peak.
and our kind of people. Thinking bout young-uns, reminds us of ld trial clubs interested in hold- In the twin lakes area last week. boat owner to sign an affidavit
It is the belief of a number of But again - you'll have to rely
the time of registration, stat- agencies
Boy Scout Groups and individuals who are asking if we will have ing events in this new area shou- At Lake Barkley scattered catchof state government that on the whims of the weatherman. •
ld
contact
the
Wildlife
Managees of good bass were reported ing that his boat toilet is equip- Kentucky's
the "crawlers" for their fishing trips. We're working on it butwealth, from the fish- And .so the doors of Kentucky
ment
Section,
Land
Between
the
By JACK WOLISTON
being taken by jigging or still ped with an approved disposal
moving all the beds from the shade and leaving them out in the troerman's
standpoint,
should be have been opened to fishermen
Lakes,
Golden Pond, Kentucky fishing with big minnows in the system before the boat is regislling sun last august - wasn't the most brilliant move we've made.
\en
YORK (UPI)
neighbors.
with
shared
its
who
catch
like
to
croppie.
This
deeper stickups in the major tered.
If we run head long into a miracle and get some more we'll let 42231.
That's the reason for the West species is particularly appeal- Front the ditty bag:
bays or on the main lake. Best "Anyone refusing to sign, or
you know. Thank you for asking and your past patronage.
--Emergency Position ReportKentucky Crappie Festival, It'll ing to family groups and this
Wild Turkey Season
results seem to be at midday not having an approved disposal
be initiated this year witha great is what the Festival is designed ing Beacons now in widespread
Hunting
permits
are
now
avaby
fishing the big minnows at system, will not be allowed to
Standing with one foot in our generation and one in the 'now
use in Japan figured in 148
big invitation to our neighbors for.
world' the only gap we notice is in the 30 to 70 age group(our own). ilable for the spring wild turkey depths of four to six feet. Sev- register his boat," Newman said. to the north and to the south, For $3.25 a visitor may fish out of 150 successful rescues
The regulations were issued
Those under thirty and over seventy are easier to understand hunt to be held in Land Between eral catches of small crappie
the east and west in this fabul- for 15 days in Kentucky. For studied in a recent survey, acand believe. As rule they 'lay it on the line' and expect us to do the Lakes on April 17, 18, 24, were also reported from the last July 1 by the Kentucky Wat- ous fishing.
$7.50 he may fish the whole cording to Coast Guard Capt.
25,
and
May
2.
1
The
and
er
gobbLittle
Control
River
area
of
Commission,
Barkley
They
the same. Experience and age will probably correct this difference.
There'll be accommodations year. Inllatioo has not yet bit Charles Dorian, communications
lers-only
hunts
are
scheduled
on
stipulate
minnows
at
that
three to five
every marine toil- at the park installations on these the license buyer. So, come on adviser to the Transportation
Our aim is to reach all people, with stories (and words) everyone
can relate to. Everyone except OTLS LOVINS, DOUG SHOEMAKER, for the Kentucky portion of Land feet in the stickups, At Kentucky et in use must fell in one of three two lakes during April. In addit- down. Be there when the run Department. Thew safety aids
Between
U.
S. Lake crappie are providing the categories:
the Lakes north of
MRS. KOSKA JONES and other past teachers who no doubt get
ion the hundreds of commercial starts. It'll be worth your time. transmit a distress signal on an
Those with holding tanks built
a 'traumatic shock' each time we butcher "their English". What Highway 68, exclusive of the top activity. Most catches are
emergency channel which shore
docks
and hotels and motels will
Conservation Education Center being taken at 12 to 15 feet along so that waste can be discharged
La English? This??
have their doors thrown open to
--A record total of 271) mil- stations monitor with automaand
Legal
other
by
areas.
posted
pump
the
stump
beds
and
of
prevent
the
old
creek
to
vented
Pot - isn't a vessel for cooking beans.
an anticipated influx of visitors lion pounds of fiberglass rein tic direction finding equikment.
weapons are shotguns no small- and river channels. An 8-pound escape of gasses.
Trip - isn't a visit to grandma's house.
--The Coast and Geodetic Surbent
Toreeiliirastics went iiiro-marine
on catching crappie.
er
than
20
gauge
and
longbows.
Those with vented incinerators
bass was reported from the JonGrass - isn't something you have to mow,
vey began early in February
products
last
The
run
should
year,
continue
90
per
for
cent
The
free permits can be obtain- athan Creek area last Sunday. capable of reducing waste matAcid - isn't the stuff in batteries that burns skin and clothes.
about three weeks. Exactly
of it into pleasure boats, ac- probing Gulf of Mexico watered by presenting your Kentucky The big largemouth took a Hell. erial to ash.
Hook - isn't something to catch a fish with.
cording to "[rayon ()nett, chair- ways leading into Texas, Louisihunting
license
the
at
hunter
Those
bender
near
effluent
with
a
submerged
type
new
stump.
Fix - isn't new wire and post to mend the fence (or repair).
-"Oceans '702. a national
ana, Mississippi, Ai.. uma and
check stations the mornings of The water temperature at three discharge devices-subject to in- conference and exhibition exam- ntian of the Boat Committee of
Cool - isn't a slight drop in the temperature.
The Society of the Plastics In- Florida ports to chart sunken
the
hunts
at
the
or
information
dividual
feet
is
in
the 46-feet to48-degree
prior approval by the ining the potential and problems
Turn on - has nothing to do with motors or lights.
dustry, Inc. The figure repre- vessels and other hazards to shipoffice la Goideff`Pond.
range in both Kentscky Lake and Water Control Commission,
Up-tight - isn't how you hitch a team or tie up a boat.
of marine recreation and con- sented a gain of
:15 per cent ping. The Rude and the Heck,
Lake Barkley. Both main lakes
Boats with marine toilets ren- servation, will be held June,47
Neat - not related to cleanliness or order.
the only wire drag ships in the
Eagle Tour Success
are murky but clearing rapidly dered inoperable in an approved at the Pacific Terrace Center in over 1968 volume.
Pad- is not a dressing for wounds or a cover for ironing boards.
country,
were sent from
Thirty-two
manner
participated
people
in
are
the
many
from
antiexempt
of
the
embayments.
Long
Beach,
Calif. According - --The
In-Sound - not related to concerts or music indoors.
16th
annual Ole Norfolk, Va., to Corpus Christi,
in
a
guided
tour
to
pollution
Police
look
for
regulation.
eagState
to the sponsor, the American Evinrude ,Award for
MayonaLse, banana peels, cinnamon, and a dozen kitchen words
significant .Tex., to take part in the work.
water patrol units will enforce Society for Oceanography, "exaren't likely to make the headlines in connection with food. les in Land Between the Lakes
contributions to recreational
For
writ'
additional
information
the
last
Saturday morning. Twelve
regulation by citing violators hibits will range across the enIf there are any old timers who participated in World War 11,
--Incidentally, an exhibit boating was presented recently
to court.
tire spectrum of recreation in to W. Melvin
wasn't there a large flat bottomed boat used for transporting eagles were observed perched or phone:
Crook, associate "Boats, The Inside Story" -Newman said further informa- the sea including products, hardtroops over water to a beach, called LSD's? Can't seem to rem- along the secluded bays of Lake John S. Lyon
that traces the 25-year history
tion concerning approved dis- 'ware, services and new concepts editor of Yachting magazine, of
ember my army boats very well. There were P. T. boats and few Barkley near the Conservation Reports Editor
fiberglass in boating has
who- for the past 30 years has
Land
Between
the
obtained
posal
Lakes
be
systems
could
Center.
Education
group
A
field
and approaches -- everything been involved in
others we're sure of but - were there LSD boats??
opened in New York at the
boating
as
a
Tennessee
Valley
from
Control
Authority
Water
the
Commifrom surfing to research sub- boat racing driver,
However let's just lean toward poor English which hasn't of 36 ornithological and biologiwriter, editor Owens-Corning. Fiberglas Center
cal students from Murray State Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231 ssion, State Health Department, marines and undersea communichanged in over a hundred years.
and
official
of
the
American and will continue until April
University also spotted several Phone: area Code(502)924-5602. Frankfort.
ties."
30.
Power" Boat Association.
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Croppie Festival Starts Apr. 1
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Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps

•POTI.Az
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LIBERTY
Super Market
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway

Murray, Kentuccy
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* Phone 753-5162 *
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New -Gun Department
Is Now Open!
All Makes of Guns

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF SERVICE
lith and Main streets
Murray, Kentucky
VERBLE TAYLOR.

•
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
INTRODUCES BILL

DETERMINED is the look of
William W. Winplainger.
chief spokesman for the four
shoperaft unions in the railroad labor stalemate, as he
announces a strike to reporters in Washington.

40 MILES FROM WAR- Two little girls play -in a sandy .rd
,1 sarn Thong, Laos, unaware of the fighting on the Plain
of Jars 20 miles away.

MISSILES SENT ALOFT

VANDENBERG AFB, Calif.
(UPI)- A secret satellite and a
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Innateman I intercontinental
Clinton P. Andersoa, D-N.61., ballistic missile were sent aloft
has introduced a bill that would Wednesday in separate
give the Agriculture Depart- launches at this aerospace
ment $14,5 million to spend base,
during the next six years to
As Air Force- inclustry team
find better nonchemical ways to launched the satellite atop a
kB1 tags.
Thor-Agnes combination rocket
at 2:15 p.m. PST. No further
Anderson did not spell out the details were released.
At 7:05 p.m. PST, the
alternatives to chemical insectiMinuteman
was launched down
"likely
cides, but he said they
would include beat and. Ught the western test range by a
traps, sex attractants and other combat crew from the 44th
Strategic Missile Wing,
devices."
worth AFB, S.D.

Kentucky Folks Sing
Out At State Park

Gorshin Triumph
ll.LYWOOD (UPI) Frank Gorshin has won the coveted title role of "Jimmy,"
musical biography of the late
Jimmy Walker and his colorful
career in New York politics.

(Bay Krause Photos)

STATE FARM BUREAU QUEEN Donna Harding, Mt. Olivet, is
greeted by
Speaker of the House Julian Carroll, following her introduction to the
House by
Rep. Sherman Arnett. Shown left to right are Carroll, Miss
Harding, Arnett,
and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Harding. (Chas. Holbert
Photo)

demands, were behind the drive
to require that all meat be handled by union members.
However, largely ignored by
Congressmen apparently more
oriented to the city than to the
country, no provisions were made to accommodate the nation's
small towns where thelocal locher-freezer plants are an important factor in the local economies as well as serving as a
I do not belong to the Garden
THE BLUEGRASS STATE
is perhaps best explained by
Club, bat my cousin, Sally LiveEarly in this Congressional the editorial writer of the Cedar mainstay for farm families. In
.. folksingers at Natural Bridge
addition,
claimed,
it is
these
say, gave me a her of stationery ses,sion, Senator Carl T. Curtis Valley Times, of Vinton, Iowa,
the club was selling.
of Nebraska is pushing for legis- a Cum comMunity of less than plants and their products are
under constant surveillance by
Hy first note written on lhe lation that will;41irninate the 5,000 populatiOn.
Dogwood cards was to President chaos that has been created by Saying, "Already locker plant the people of the community,
making it impossible for them
Nixon. I expressed my apprecia- varioas interpretations of the so- operators are being pestered
by to attempt to fool the consumers
tion to him for haring the for- called Wholasopne Meat Act- - - inspectors -who themselves
titude to veto a bill on television,
Theoretically, on last Decem- not seem to know the rules of is is apparently not always the
knowing bow unpopular his act ber 15th, all states who did not the game." To Illustrate this case with their big city cousins.
The Curtis bill is before the
might be. I would not have Imo= provide meat inspection standar- point, a Mediapolis locker
plant
whetter to be for or against the ds equivalent to the Federal st- operator describes how he was Senate Agriculture Committee
bilL
andards were subjected to Fed- prevailed upon to speed $800 in which has the authority to bring
It to the floor for a vote. As to
But we need leaders who will eral inspection.
Improving his holding pen for
dare to do what they think is best
But the problem arose that livestock by building a new drain be expected, the Senate Agriculfor all the people.
apparently nobody agrees on what and holding pen out of bridge' ture Committee is composed of
THE VILLAGE SINGERS
MICHAEL HALL, UK
LO1U1SE BROCK
men from the farming states
Not I must write a "Dear constitutes adequate inspection plank.
from Western Ky.
. brought his folk art
.. reflects serenity
understanding
of
rural
an
with
Abby" letter telling those ladies and sanitary standards. There- "A later inspector "the
editwho have criticised President fore, in the forty-four states that orial continues, "had the prop- and small town conditions.
Nixon because he would not answ- either had a meat inspection rietor line the pen with threeer a personal letter. He answer- service, or who have provided quarter inch plywood. When this
ed mine.
for one, there is an extension ofa inspector made another Visit and
I will treasure his card from year in order to iron out matt- fpund two slots in the plywood,
the White House and his words, ers.
(
...,HE'S 60NE11-1
:E
The legislation proposed by he questioned, 'Why did you no
"I appreciated your message",
HEAD BEAGLE
Senator Curtis would also give this?'
signedby him.
HAS DISAPPEAREP!!
I always believed that regard- the small locker-freezer plants
"The 'owner said: 'To poke
less of rank, people are just that serve primarily the smaller the animals and move them along
humans. All need sincere praise. farming communities additional so we could kill them.' The inThe taxman race needs sympat- time to make revisions to con- spector then wanted to know why
hy too, Every week sorrow comes form to whatever standards are the owner didn't get in the pen
end prod the animals along,'Be'tuadatterent home.
finally agreed upon.
The situation now prevailing cause I didn't want to get hurt
or killed by the animals', was
the reply.
Answer to Yesterday s Rutile
Then the editorial relates,"
WES IgIONEr UMW
ACROSS
4-0eop sleep
MDR DMUS UMW . still later a Federal inspec5-Peot this one
1-Operreiterk %brie 64Mythm
ROMQAMUU0 tor came by with the same stair
4-Proposition
7-Near
WO000 MNPM0 Inspector who had the pen im6-Hartebeest
8-Abeive and
GIOQO MOIAREI
proved. The Federal man asked,
114.arp American
touching
WORM OON
cat
9-Commemorative
'What
nut had you builda holdingNPUHVM
151074000
13-8eor
desk
WHAT'S
THERE'S
I'M
THEN WHY
WPIN
I CAN'T
witness to
P0A00 pen like this?' The nut standing
10-Peer Gynt's
15-Exclametson
HOANO ROW by you,' was the owner's reply."
CRAZY
mother
THE
A
VERY
MAKE
ALL
STAND
16-Ptont louse
BMI3r.1 NOWiN4
12,Note of scale
The editor also related that at
18-River m
ABOUT
IDEA?
THAT
CUTE
NMUOWURIDN ORM this same plant the state inspecHIS
14 initials of 2615
Gemuiny
OURT UAW MOO
19-Jump
President
HIM
NOISE? )
VOICE
BOY ON
tor forced the owner to cover
MWMW MOM
21-Bacteriologist's 17-Egyptian
at,,
all his 'overhead trackage"with
goddess
22-Parent (colloc)
white enamel only to have a Fed20-Greek letter
32-Rage
23-Small fish
54-Matured
24 Man's name
36 Headgear
55 Walk in water
26-Once around
eral inspector then come along
37 Make bigger
track
56 Steamship
25-Long. slender
and order - him to remove all the
42-Biblical weed
(abbr )
fish
44 Lamprey
31•Man1, left by
fresh new enamel to prevent
57 Greek letter
27-Pilaster
46-Long for
wound
59-A continent
28 Fuel
the possibility of thepaint flaking
48-Coins
33-Compass point
(ebb,)
29 Hurried,
off and falling on the meat und49 Shovr
y flower
34-Hebrew letter
62 A state (ebb,)
30 Rip
51 Group of three 64 Conjunction
35,Frocen water
erneath.
38-Period of time
The Curtis bill would give
39 Symbol for
1
2 3 :F4
5
.• 7 8 9 10 rra
tantalum
these smaller operators a three_
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MI
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defty
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.
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for farmers who raise their own
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60* state rabti
- 441
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WON'T BE ENOUGH LEFT
meat for their family use.
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a
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Lb tr by Unit5d Fe lure Syndicate, Inc
eral inspection. In many commtellurium
unities the retail butchers offer
this ser vire to home-treezer ownsik
ers. While an inspector would be
assigned to such retail butcher
shops at taxpayer expense, any
inspecting done on Saturdays,
Sundays or holidays would have
to be paid by the butcher at a
rate of $7,40 per hour.
Due to the conflicting orders
and inaruction being thrown at
the locker-freezer plant owners,
the Natio_nai Institute of Locker
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Your profits go cjown when power
that any ins-pertor put down any
L'STEW CHARLESTON!!
goes off, but we can show you how
.irid all instructions issued in
ISKFT HE
to protect your family and farm
WITH MINE ,VIILL. IENTWINE!!
wr Ring.
from costly, annoying power outThe legislation creating this
ages:
----4 buy a Winpower
(mansion was stampeded through
alternator. When power fails, conthe ( orivress iii the previous
nect to tractor PTO and you quickly
adrimustration. The big impetus
restore all electrical equipment.
,.iveli when New York -City
Phone or write for free demonstraI meat Inspe,lors blew the whistle
in
F choral insppctors who were
tion on your farm with your equip;, iittin the stamp of approval On
ment,
meat a:, 1*•ef ui the now
13,4164. SUPPLY COMPANY
I Merkle unman) plant.
Box
1
N44
11 is allei.-,e4 that
V4ikor
ri • t
the meat pa kiip• unions, who I
flive old eweeebi••
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MOTICS

NOTICE

THREE full-blooded German
Shepherd puppies, $15.00 each.
See Lenice Coles or call 7537833.
M-7-C
OVAL RUG, 0' x 12', brown and
yellow. Call 753-3485 after 4:00
p. m.
11-7-C

SATURDAY - MARCH 7, 1970
NOTICE

MOWN THE

YOU saved and slaved for wall
to wall carpet. Keep it new with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric shampooer $1. Western Auto, Home
of "The Wishing Well". M-7-C

ae Photos)

&

"Now Open?,

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SEAL ESTATE POE SALE

JUST LISTED-Thu unusual
four-bedroom house. Has everything you could want It hu
two full baths, double garage,
fireplace, carpeting, central
best and air, large lot, privacy
in the outside living area and
many more extras. If you are
bunting a spacious place to live
4md have a flair for the unique
ithis one is for you.

65 ACRE FARM, located 1%
miles west of Hazel. For information call Polly Orr et 75$3968 after 5:00 p. m.
M-7-C
TWO-ACRE LOT near Lakeway
Shores. Will sell for $650.00.
Phone 436-2282.
M-11-C

NOTICE

The Joint Apprenticeship Committee
of the
Cement Masons Local, No. 135
and the
Associated General Contractors
of Western Kentucky
Will B.
Accepting Applications for
Cement Mason Apprentices
1. Apprenticeship application forms can be obtained, and
must be filled out in person, at the office of the Associated General Contractors of Western Kentucky,
1930 North 13th Street, Paducah, Kentucky. from 10:00
a.m. until 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, beginning March 9 through April 6, 1970.
2. Apprenticeship applicants must meet the following
qualifications:
(a) Be at least 18 years of age. and not over 25
years of age. Exceptions may be made for those
who have been engaged in the trade, or those
who have served in the Armed Forces.
(b) Must have completed a minimum of 8 years of
schooling.
(c) Be physically capable of doing the work of the
trade.
(d) Must be an American Citizen, or in the process
of same.
3. Apprenticeship applicants must pass the General
Aptitude Test Battery, which is administered by
the
State Employment Office.
4. All apprenticeship applicants who meet the above
qualifications, and have completed the Apprenticeship
Application Form, will be notified by mail at their last
known address, of the time and place to appear for an
interview. At the time the apprentice appears for a
- personal interview, he will be required to bring
the
following items of information:
Traostaist - of schoel- colff7
2. Substantial evidence of age (Birth
Certificate.
etc.)
3. Military Service Record (if applicable).
Selecton will be made on an equal opportunity basis.

1Community Service
Project Active
Here In City
The Community Service rroject of Murray State University
has been active since October
of 1989. It was founded in the
spring of 1969 by Jose Sole and
now is under the leadership of
;iike Free.
Six different phases make up
this project, but the one involving the most people is the
recreational part Under this
program there is a recreational
period every Saturday morning
from nine to noon in the Murray High School gym.
The grouping is seventh and
eighth grade from nine 10:30
and ninth through twelfth plus
adults from 10:30 to noon.
Some of the activities are basketball, volleyball, wrestling,
tumbling, gymnastics, and trampoline. In the spring /softball,
football, and soccer are added.
Oellege students are available
to instruct and supervise these
activities.

ATTRACTIVE 3-bedroom Roman brick home on 1% acres,
2 miles south on US-641. Interior completely re-decorated
FOUR-BEDROOM Bargain - with new draperies
and wall to
bargain.
true
Yes
It
a
is
this
wall carpeting throughout Has
HAY for sale, 1,000 bales. Phone
carpeting.
two
has
baths,
full
electric heat, air-conditioning,
436-5675.
M-7-C
-is range, study, utilig 14 ceramic tile baths, dining
18 MONTH OLD Pointer Bird
patio, family room, and room, fireplace, enclosed 2-car
privacy in the yard. Lt's located garage, breezeway with jalousie
Dog MIP, $50.00. Phone 4892230.
near schools and groceries and windows and doors, fenced back34-11-C
can be bought for lees than yard, small stable, good well.
ONE, GOOD USED black and
(Fisherman's Dozen - 13 In Each Doz.)
$25,000.
Call for an appointment if you
white television console. Call
ONLY FIVE MINUTES from are interested in owning a fine
753-3914. Located 100 South
town is the location of this neat home.
13th Street
Complete Line of
14-7-C
three-bedroom brick house. It's LARGE FRAME Home on USon blacktop road and has a big 641, in the northern edge of
1957 FORD, straight shift- good
den, built-in range, disposal, ale- Hazel. It has 3 bedrooms, cenCommunity dances are ancondition, extra clean. 5 H. P.
conditioner, carpet, drapes, and tral heat, storm doors and winother phase directed at junior
Sea King outboard motor with
an acre of land. Can be bought dows, large unfinished attic,
and senior high school students.
forward and reverse shift, like
at Discount Prices
for $18,500.
outside storage and a nicely
Dances will be held, hopefully,
new. See Polk Tyler of Almo,
A FENCED IN BACKYARD is landscaped corner lot. This
every other Saturday night
or phone 733-6471.
M-7-C
only one feature of this pro- house has been well maintainfrom eight until midnight. So
perty. It has three bedrooms, ed.
far these dances have been
120 FERGUSON tractor, plow,
large living room, kitchen and
quite successful, but new taldisc and cultivator. A-1 shape.
-NEW
3
-BEDROOM
brick
home
"dining
area, built-in range and
ent in bands is hard to find
Ready to go. Phone 492-8849.
"Ya
'
ll Stop In! Ya Hear!
air conditioner, carpeting, util- with 2 ceramic baths, panelled
"
and is expensive, Free said.
M-7-P
family.
room,
carpeting,•ce
ntral
ity room, outside storage, earAlso under this project a
and air, built-in range,
NO. 1, RED CLOVER hay, extra
port and beautiful shrubs and heat
water program has been cona
2 Miles East of Murray at The Junction of
rport,
.._ _
- - beave--balea, 80*hekPboas
tree& Withisr-walking
ducted-for-three weeks. This
- outude storage-and - POUtitio
-vin-Ma
-r
a and East Highway (Hwy. 94)
733-4504.
M-7-P
of downtown. A real bargain for large sloping lot Near Murray
was for beginning swimmers of
city limits. (Will the party who
less than $15,000.
which eighty child/en particiOp 753-4420
1969 HONDA .450 Scrambler,
called
regarding
this
home,
on
LESS THAN $20,000 will buy
pated at the MSU pool. One
$630.00. Less than 400 miles,
this extra neat three-bedroom Monday afternoon, please call
hundred and fifty ,children
electric starter. Phone 753-6348
again).
brick. It has carpeting, central
signed up for this program, so
m• 733-3321..
M-7-C
heat, carport, utility room, ALMOST NEW 9-bedroom Rothere is a need for this type of
man
brick home, approximately
range, dishwasher, drapes, sod
ANTIQUE WALNUT dining
program. Free said the instruc5 miles east of Murray. Coma large lot.
tors tried to acquaint the child
room suite with six chairs, two
,
BRAND NEW - This three- plete with all the extras includ>uffets, one large and one small.
to the water while teaching
SORVICIS OFFIRED
HELP WANTED
bedroom brick has central heat ing fireplace, central heat and
Call 7534342 before 5:00 p. m.,
floating, diving, and basic
Alleviation Of
NOTICO
air,
2
ceramic
baths,
patio,
builtand air, built-in range, carpetafter 3:00 p. m. call 753-5020 or
swimming. A program for ad"
:1 , electric heaters 1970 CALENDAR De* Stands ing, 1% baths, utility, carport, in range, washer, dryer, carpet- WANTED: waitress, night shift. Drug Bill Cost
753-4978.
vanced swimming is being
M-7-C SAWS 71
Apply
in
all
ing
person
and
TV
at
Jerry's
antenna.
Ressad
mull aPPilinew rePair- and refills are now availabie at and a lot big
planned.
Surveye
d
enough
for
a
taurant,
240'
ed.
512
So.
x
South
247'
R
12th
12th Street.
St, 7536067. the Lwow a nines othee Sup- garden.
SHALLOW WELL pump. Phone
COMMERCIAL lot
A tutoring program has been
Can be yours for only with
March-SI-C ply more.
a 100' x 110' concrete
753-1203.
M-7-C
M-7-P
TINC $20,000.
under way at the United Campblock building. This property
ARC REGISTERED German WORK WANTED: &Cattle Al- A NEW beauty aim will open REDUCED $1,000. This 3-bed- Is located on South 4th Street, 2 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS- Since 81 percent of persons us Ministry and meets every
electrical apparatus background, over 65 years of age suffer Thursday night. Lee Ann FarShepherd puppies, 5 weeks old. Vill Farris sold his tractor and Thursday, mirth 5, me under room brick, like new, two baths, approximately 3 blocks
from
Call 753-3056.
114-P equipmeet, John T. Phillips the nunageanent of Kathleen range, dining area, carport, out- downtown, and is zoned B-3. degree or equivalent experience. Irom some form of cronic ill- low and Miss Donna Mabry head
this program with the help of
will break and order gardens Turner at 208 South 12th St. side storage. Possession with WITH THE
PRESENT demand Kentucky location. Salary open ness, their drug bill often am- Alpha Phi Alpha. The instructUSED 36-1NCH electric stove. spa fAx lawns.
All fees paid. Baker and Baker ounts to more than their payPhone 753-8887. Selling Revlon cosmetics. Phone deed, $18,500.
for
farm
property,
and GUI tidCall 753-7630.
144-C
344-P 753-3588 for appointment. Late WE HAVE some extra good ings low for this season of the Employment, 1025 West Broad- ment for medical services. In ors try to go more on an inM-9-C buys in lots. Extra large lot year, we need additional farms way, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 247- order to alleviate this situation dividual type counseling of the
PAIR OF black mags for Chevy. WILL DO carpenter work, kit- appointments.
in this program. The age
zoned for Duplex, $4200. 6 lots
M-9-C In some degree, the Kentucky
Also G-70 tires. Also 8-hole, 15- chen cabinets, home remodelto sell. Please call us if you 1501.
on Sherrie Lane, curb, gutters,
State Senate recently passed le- group being tutored is junior
inch Chevy wheels. Call 753- ing and repair,
would like assistance in selling
high.
blockipzi_m• THE BEAUTY BOX is having paved street, city sewer and your farm.
RETAIL MANAGER TRAINEE gislation (Senate Bill SB 152)
M4-C concrete work. Phone
The Big Brother program if
4.1"„.,,r,,,,,,* a. Easter Sale on all permanent water, $3150.00 to $3500.00. We TO BUY ... see us!
requires
which
experience
-chain
use
helpful,
genthe
of
TO
SELL
LOVABLE COLLIE, 3 months
In effect, but it is very bard to
'''"``'
- -waves, March 3 thru March 28. have two nice lots in sight of ... list with
promotion,
prescription
names
eric
rapid
salary
$6500,
drfor
us!
old, full blooded female, $10.00 Complete Small Engine Repel,.
get this going completely. The
Robinson School and University, FULTON
Maw
IN•
YOUNG REALTY, 4th regular benefits. Baker and ugs as well as the brand names, program has fifty-five children
Also I will refinish antique Garden Men, lawn mowers,
priced right, they have large and
$12.50
110.50
Employment,
1025 West In many cases users can save from the Child Welfare
Maple, Phone 753-7333. Baker
trunks, John Calhoo.n, 436-2388. chain saws. Authorized
shade. On Peggy Ann Drive
Depart$15.00
$12.50
Briggs
a Home phones: Fulton Young: Broadway, Mayfield, Ky. Phone significantly in costs when the ment who
lot with 90 ft frontage, in
would like pome asM-O-C & Stratton dealer. Authorised
520.00
$15.00
city 733-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753- 247-1501.
M-9-C
generic
terms
used,
very
are
sistance; so far the officials
school, paved street, city sewer 1534.
$25.00
$1800
AKC REGISTERED Pekingese Lawson Power Products dealer.
34-7C WANTED: clean-up man, full often as much as 75 percent. have not placed much volunteer
and water,
Presting
ALL THESE$2650.
puppies, $50.00. Phone 7534418 Murray Supply Co., 208 East
Achromychs
For
instance,
Caps
and many more BY OWNER:
$18.00
$15.00
brick house in Ha- time, Brandon Bros. Used Cars, cost almost 8 times as mud interest in this area Circle K
after 4:00 p. m. and on Satur- Main. Phone 759-3981. H-1TC
Club on the Murray State
For appointment call 753-7132. good buys are to be had at
extra luge corner lot, air- 705 South 12th Street. Phone
day and Sunday anytime.
Mi.
as do Tetrocyline Hci Caps,Ben- campus and the Optimist Club
WILL BABY-SIT in my home Wanda Nance, Linda Pender- ROBERTS REALTY 505 main.conditioned,
7534356.
14-9-C
electric
heat
and
! by the day or week. Call 753- grass.
adryl Capasules 4 times as much of Murray have shown a desire
3440.c Carpet. Call John Simmons at
M4-C Call 753-1651.
8493.
M-13-C
753-1713 or after 3:00 p. m. call LADIES for full or part time as their chemical equivalent, Eq- to become involved in thIs
AUTOMATIC Frigidaire washZETTA YOUNG has joined the FOUR-BEDROOM home, living
employment. Apply in person. uanil tablets more than 6 times phase.
er and dryer, yellow, almost
TIT See Dulsie Howard at the Holi- their chemical equivalent, etc.
capable staff of The Hairdrees- room, 2 baths, family room and
A summer program was '.n
new. Phone 753-7337 or after
WANTIO TO BUY
er Beauty Salon with Wanda fireplace. Separate recreation
Most hospitals, especially th- operation last year for park
day Inn, on Tuesday, March
7:00 p. m. call 489-2455.
AUTOS POE SALE
Nolan,
Sharon Riley, Janice Bar- room and large 2-car garage in
10th from 10:00 a. m. to 2:00 ose that L111 Medicaid prescrip- recreation and a similar proM-7-N( WANT TO BUY a 10' x 16' (ap- rett, and Sylvia Carrico. She
M-0-C tions use the chemical equiva- gram is planned for this comp. m.
proximately) size tent. Call 753basement.
Call
733-8073.
M-10-C
"
4 Invites her friends to call 753lent rather than the brand name, ing summer.
MOBILE HOME, 12' x 60, used 8249.
WANTED:
CARRIER
or
Man
wo The U. S. Department of De3530 and to swing into spring
only six months. Must sell
Future events include full
man to carry afternoon paper fense likewise prescribes drugs length movies
Set upon private lot at 102 So. WANT TO BUY 5 to 10 acres at The Hairdresser, 201 South
every week startAUTOS FOR SALS
route for Paducah Sun-Demo- under the chemical name unless ing March
12th Street, Murray, Ky. For of real estate outside of city 6th Street.
M-12-C
13, camp outs, picin
crat
Hazel,
Farmof
area
1952
CHEVROLET
limits.
Black
1%-ton
frontage
top
truck,
prea patented proprietary only is nics, hayrides, nighttime adult
appointment call Fulton, Ky.
NEW 1969
NEED a "tuxedo" for the prom flat bed, good condition. Priced
ington, Murray, and Lynn Grove available.
479-1375.
recreation, and field trips.
M-10-C ferred. See Dale Thompson, or any other special
Would
prefer
non-student.
This
DATSU
occasion?
N
to
sell.
Call
437-5865.
(Masco, Bel Aire Shopping Cent
M-6-C
SB 152 has not yet come out
All of these projects take
would make perfect supplement
Come take a look at the display
DRUM SET. Zildjian cymbal, er.
of Committee in the House, but community support and there
0
CHEVROLET
'67
Door
,
4
-door
hardto
window
-present
income.
Write
in
the
or
call
"College Shop".
Ludwig drums, seat, cases for
Le a place for everyone to get
Paducah Sun-Democrat Circu- action is expected shortly. This
.
everything. Call days, 753-1414
1TC top, power, air, low mileage,
Station
Involved, For information call
legislation
being
sponsored
is
A-1
shape.
Call
7534516.
lation Department 443-1771.
or after 3:00 p. m. 733-3519. WANTED: used Guitar, Jumbo
by the Consumers Association 762-4811.
M-9-C
Reg. Price $2393.00
M-12-C
14-10-4:size. Must be in good condition.
Of Kentucky and the Kentucky
Our
Call Brandon Dill, after 5:30
Special
Price
TRADE: 1963 CHEVROLET
CARD OF THANKS
WANTED: Some one to clean Association for Older Persons,
12 MONTH OLD laying hen. p. m., 753-2930.
M-10-C
I would like to take this op- pick-up truck for a 1966 Ford
and mow yard. Phone 753-5822
Phone Lexie Watson 489-2192.
$1993.0
0
Since World War 11, college
portunity to thank the people Ranchero. Phone 753-4516.
or see at 1663 College Terrace
M-1 : WANT TO BUY complete fish who have
fraternities have been welcomM-9-C
.Drive.
called me and to wiM-10-P SHRIVER SIGNS UP
ling rig. Aluminum boat, trailFull new car warranty.
ed at 186 new colleges and unand motor. Call 753-6030, tend a special invitation It REPOSSESSION. 1967 ChevroSPINET SIZE piano, mahogany, er
iversities in the United States
WASHINGTO
these
people
(UPI)
-R.
N
to
please
attend
Also
Selection
Fine
...
TFMC
let two door hardtop. Blue
excellent condition. Call 753- after 5:00 p. m.
the Humane Society meeting
Sargent Striver, an in-law of and Canada,
USED DSTSUNS
MARSHMALLOW FATIGUE?
4389, seen at 917 North 1 a WANTED: standing Umber and scheduled for March 9, at 700 Make bid. Can be seen at 204
Kennedy family and recentthe
Street, Murray.
M-13-C logs. Coot-act Ira Scent, Murray P. m., at the Sanders Garden South 4th Street, Murray, Monly - resigned ambassador to
Lassiterday through Friday.
M-10-C
HOUSTON
(UPI)
Sen,
France, registered to vote
USED 17-INCH Zenith, black Sawmill and Lumber Co. Phone Center, located on Highway 121.
Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., reset
McKinney
I would also like to thank 1965 CHEVROLET Impala two
Mardi-MC
Thursday in suburban Montand white portable T. V. Ex- 7534147.
his arrival at the University of gomery
County in Maryland.
Datsun
cellent condition, $56.00. Phone WANTED: set of Headers to the Ledger & Times for their door hardtop, 327, good tires,
Houston
three
times
Thursday,
help in finding home for dogs. good condition, price, $80000.
It has been rumored Striver,
810 Sycamore Street
753-2269.
11-10-C fit 1965 Chevrolet. Phone Paris
then
finally
canceled
his
Phone 435-5405.
A sincere thanks
M-7-P
a Maryland native and former
Phone 753-7114
scheduled address Thursday president
1969 NAME BRAND zig-zag 842-3578 or 642-3725 or 642-4039.
Teresa Carrtrway
of the Chicago board
Till
Open
8
p.m.
'62
night
FORD
at the school.
convertible. Nice car.
II-10-NC
sewing machine, new warranty.
of education, will run for
ITC
Call 753-8124.
Thurmond shouted down and governor
M-9-C
Limited offer, only $44.00. Free
of Maryland.
peppered with marshmallows
home demonstration. Call Piru.
1962 CHEVROLET, 6-cylinthn\
by
hecklers
NOTICE
Wednesday
night
at
NOTICE
901-642-7757 or write Box 51,
•
4-door, standard shift. 1964,
. BusiNass oprotTuNmis New Mexico University,
told
Paris, Tennessee $8242. M-13-C
Volkswagen camper. Call 753
Since World War 11, college
Houston officials legislative
7690.
M-9-( $100 WEEKLY Posaible--boan matters in Washington forced fraternities have grown at the
PONY. Phone 753-7875. M-10-C
typing. addressing. Guaranteed him to cancel
average rate of twelve new chhis speech.
154 AUSTIN HEALY, 3000 Mark plan.
Details Z. Homeworkapters per month.
II, Competition 158000 or best KS,
15-FOOT Swiss Six boat with
Box 1043, Springfield, Ill.
Discount
Regular
convertible top, 45 horse power
offer. Call 753-2248.
M-9-C 82705.
M-24-P
NOTICE
NOTICE
motor and trailer. Also console
Price
Price
POE RENT
piano. Call 753-6073.
34-10-C
20915
PHILCO REF. - 14 Cu. ft. _
LOST
.• FOUND
TWO-BEDROOM duplex spest.
sorir.AN siatz. Let us book
713.33
341.15
meats, central heat and air, LOST:
PHILCO REF. - 16 cu. ft.
your soybean seed for the new
a foot board to a gray
built-in range, ceramic tile bath. bedroom
crop. Murray Warehousing Corset. If found call 753349.95
I9.15
carpet throughout Call or see 8360
PHILCO REF. - 17 Cu. ft.
poration, Old Concord Road.
or 753-7826.
M-7-C
Gene
Steely, Southold. Shop
Phone 753-8220.
51115
444.95
PHILCO TV
ping Center, Murray, Kentucky, e
H-M-10-C
753800.
ITC
START SENTENCES Convict=
CREST OF DRAWERS, in good
553.33
61915
PHILCO TV
THREE
edioansharks Angelo i Gyp • ,
APARTMENT
condition. Phone 753-8256.
S, close to
college, 1602 Dodson Avenue
Deturlo I left and Daniel
132.10
10.95
PHILCO DRYER
M-10-C
Phone 753-6564.
M-7-C
iRedi Ceeere are led from
233.33
241.15
TE PN AVER WASHER
the federal building in NewFOUR-ROOM Duplex, 202 south
:ink. N.J.. to start serving
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
12th Street. Available March
TEMPMASTER WASHER
277.71
249.95
12 year federal piison terrwi
Sunday, 7:30 a.m. - WNBS
granted charters to 24 new campa.
15. Call 753-6944 or 753-3864
•
reformatory in Iran chapters dOrincthe.1968-69 schiod 7
hot y. Conn They also k.i.re
ool year.
Speaker
NEWLY DECORATED duple‘
fined 52n.tion each for I ,m•
apartment, unfurnished, f u 5- and extortion Of the
Since 1934, over 11,000 men
rooms and bath, gas heat North
AUDE McKEE
late Newal k
kit,-, r. Louis
have been initiated into college
14th
Street.
Phone 753-5532
ltc
fraternities MU mont.h
M.SiePermtt•in. -who
of: _

DON & DONNA'S
Grocery & Bait Shop
MINNOWS

FISHING TACKLE

Open 7 Days A Week

Is

SPECIAL

Wagon

OUR LOSS IS YOUR AIN!!

HEAR
An Examination of
"The New Morality"

Prices Good Thurs., Fri., Sat. Only
Phone 753-8391

OTASCO
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CALLOWAY AND MURRAY HIGH IN FINALS
"
10111111

Tigers And takers
Both Win In Last
Night's Games Here

By CP•fte McCutcheon
began to pull away from the
The Murray High Tigers and Tigers in the second stanza and
the Calloway County Lakers tallied a 8 point lead, 39-33, at
both advanced to the champion- the half.
ship round of the Fourth Dis- Murray High was forced to
trict Kentucky Basketball Tour- play catch-up ball for the rest
nament last night with victor- of the night and never got closies over the South Marshall er than 4 points to the Rebels
Rebels end the North Marshall during the third frame. South
Jets.
held a 10 point lead, 53-43, with
The Tigers and Lakers will 1:52 remaining in the quarter
meet tonight at 7:30 at the but Murray cut the advantage
Murray State Sports Arena to in half, 54-49, by the end of the
decide the winner of the dis- period.
trict tminsament.
The Tigers kept chopping aMurray High pulled the game way at the Rebels' lead and
out of the fire when Steve Hale pulled within three points of
was fouled by South's Gary Mc- them on three separate occasGregor just as the final born ions in the fourth quarter. Alsounded and the score tied 84 len Hudspeth dropped in a layall. Hale went to the line to up with 3:00 left to play to
take his first shot on a one- cut South's advantage to the
plus situation and swished the lowest point so Ear in the half,
ball through the net to give 62-60.
Murtey the win.
McGregor pumped in a jumpPandemonium broke out in er for South with 2:14 left to
the Murray cheering section put them back in front by t
and fans rushed to the floor 84-80, but Porter McCuiston
delaying Hale's second shot. ripped the net with a 20 foot
When the spectators were clear- jump shot 16 seconds later to
ed from the court, Hale again make the score 8462.
Darrell Cleaver (33) of Calloway County Is struggling with North Marshall's Jim Smith (43) for this rebound In last nighrs went to the free throw line to
The game was in Hale's
semi-final action of the Fourth District Tournament here. Moving In to help Cleaver is Darrell Crawford (21) while Charles make good his bonus shot and hands from here on out as he
Jets
look
on.
Hughes
(il)
of
the
Doughty (SS) and Dale
the game ended 88-84 in favor popped the net for two points
of Murray High.
to tie the score at 64 all with
It took the Laken two and 1:17 remaining and then sank
member of a country club.
one-half quarters to get rolling his two free throws after the
Letter To Editor
I hope that this letter will
against North Marshall's slow- born to lead Murray into the
furnish grist for the mill of
moving stall offense but the championship round
(Contlaued From Pegs 1)
thought, which grinds exceedCallaway quint broke the game
Hudspeth led the scoLing for
suited to our community stand- ingly slow, but exceedingly
Wide open in the middle of the the Tigers with 17 points foling. We approach new concepts fine. It is not my purpose to
The male chorus from In- third frame withnumerous fast lowed by Hale with 15 and Daand new solutions with the provoke anyone, but to point dian Springs High School in breaks and went on to win the vid Alexander with 14.
jaundiced eye and the negative out that it is time that all of us Birmingham; Alabama, will pre- ightcap by 10, 66-55..
South Marshall's stand-out
Several persons were cran- attitude, contending that it can- got off the self-righteous seat
Tigers - Rebels
forward, Gary McGregor took
ed, entered pleas of guilty, and not work because it has never of our pants and hauled this sent a free concert in the uniMurray High and South Mar- top honors for the night with
were fined in the City Court af been tried. It has been my ex- community by the scruff of its versity High School Auditorium
ball battled evenly in the first 20 points while Sherman CoCity Judge Don Overbey during perience that this type of ap- neck, kicking and 'creaming, in- on Saturday, March 14.
period which ended with the thran added 13 and Russell
the past week. Records show proach to dealing with a pro- to the midst of the 20th cen- These young high school boys
have gained fame throughout ecore tied 20-20 but the Rebels Palmer and Joe Reed hit 11
the following occurred.
!Mem seldom reaches a solution tury.
apiece for the Rebels.
the United States and the EuroJoel Z. Gargant, driving while
Melvin B. Menlo pean continent, according to a
What we need to develop in
reckamended
to
intoxicated,
Laker; - Jets
community is a dynamic
Sincerely,
this
spokesman, and are probably
less drivinl; fined $100.00 coats attitude toward our problems,
North Marshall's slow moving Murray High's
young
outstanding
Pat Lamb (14) barely made It by South Marmost
the
$10.00.
offense head the scoring to a
an attitude that it can be done
male chorus in the country
Jerry Lee Day, reckless driv- and we are going to get started
half of ithaIrs Sherman Cothran to make this layup In last nIght's
first
the
in
minimum
March 6, 1970 This is an opportunity seldom
ing, fined $10.00 costs $10.00. on it now, not tomorrow. Perthe nfghtcap but the Lakers got game here. The Tigers won the contest 14-64 and face the Calloafforded the people in our coin.
Charles D. Starks, driving haps, if we developed this type The Editor
In front in the first quarter and way County Laker' for the championship tonight.
munity.
while intoxicated, amended to of attitude, the flow of com- Murray Ledger and Times
held on for the rest of the
Staff Photos by Gene McCutcheon
The honor roll for the 4th
There will be no charge for
reckless driving, fined $100-00 panies like Eli Lilly and Car- Murray, Kentucky
night.
six
weeks
period
at
however,
a
free
Hazel
concert,
Elethe
costs $10.00.
C.-alloy/ay went into the secrier Corporation would be into
mentary School as released by
will offering will be taken.
Thomas E. Snipes, no recip- and not out of Murray. We Dear Editor:
ond period with a two point adthe
principal,
begin
at
James
R.
will
concert
Feltner,
The
rocal trip permit in vehicle for should frame the front page of
vantage, 9-7, but could gain onOn Tuesday, March 3, in La- 7:30 p.m.
is as follows:
Ryder Truck Lines, Inc., fined the Friday, 19 February edition
ly one more point in the rest
three
busmar,
South
Carolina,
Fourth
grade: Rex Jackson,
moo costs $10.00.
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
of the half end led at Interof the Ledger and Times and
Andy White, Tammy Feltner,
Earl A. Aldridge, no Ken- hang it on our walls as repre- es loaded with all black students
mission, 2421.
Cindy Masteria, Krista Russell, Darrell Cleaver paced the
:ucky cab card in vehicle, fin- senting the absolute low in com- from grades one through twelve
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. — President Nixon. reporting that
—were maliciously attacked by
and Gina Crabtree.
id
costs $10.00.
Lakers in the first half by
munity dynamism. The large, an estimated 100 to 200 white
Fifth grade: Susan Adams,
Rodney D. Martin, speeding, black headlines read "Water
dumping in 11 of his game to- there are now 67,000 North Vietnamese troops in Laos:
Terri Erwin, Kevin Barrett,
adults. Before the assault end"These are not advisers or technicians or attaches. They are
fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
of 16 points.
Rates to Go Up," and "Carrier
Dwayne Barrow; Roger Chris- tal
line units of the North Vietnamese Army conducting open agDennis G. Williamson, speed- Corporation to Leave Murray." ed, several students had been
their
increased
Lakers
The
injured by flying glass, stones, The funeral for John Shackel- Man, Sandra Irvin, and Kevin lead to 7 points, 39-32, by the gression against a neighbor that poses no threat to Hanoi."
mg, fined $20.00 costs ;10.00.
ford will be held today at two Wirstin:
Samuel M. MoueIle, speedLest you think, at this point, and axe handles. The adults, p.m. at the chapel of the Bla
end of the third quarter.
Sixth grade: Regina Cook,
.ng, fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
that here is just another sore- using age as a guideline, over- lock-Coleman Funeral
Pete Roney was the big gun
WASHINGTON — Rep. L. Mendel Rivers, D.-S.C., saying he
Home eesa Erwin, Rita Gibson,'and
Jerry K. Nance, speeding, fin- head with no solutions, only turned two of the buses. One with Etro
Calloway in the final frame believes the United States should wipe out a North Vietnamese
for
Henry Hargis officrgia
Starks.
Jeryl
Best,
leader
of
the
busing
ed $20.00 ccist
.s $10.00.
criticisms of our city governas he knocked the bottom out city if the enemy continues to withhold information about U.S.
iating,
Seventh grade: Alene PasDarryl Franklin Moody, reck- ment, let me present a simplis- demonstrations, when questionof his prisoners:
Pallbearers will be Audrey hall, Joni Tidwell, Valerie of the basket for all
ed
by
authorities
state
that
less driving, fined $20.00 costs tic approaCh to solving the need
game total of nine points in the
Canon, Ardath Cannon, Otist rabtree, and Teri Williams.
"I'd let these people know that war is hell and that they'd
-these
-Concerned
Citizens"
mo$10.00.
for a community center in MurThompson, Henry Fulton, James Eighth grade: Earlene Coop- last period.
get a hell of a lot of it."
in
John Eurie Garland Ill, reck- ray - (I can already hear the mentarily lost control.
factor
deciding
main
One
Fain, and Solon Shackelford. r, Beth Crabtree, Lynn Erwin,
+_
less driving, fined $20.00 costs shrieks of anguish that "It can't We are students at Murray Burial will
backboards
be in the Murray anny Futrell, Denise Johnson, the game was on the
State
University
attempting
to
LOS ANGELES — Judge William B. Keene. informing acpotake
the
$10.00.
done!").
Let
us
be
as the Lakers pulled down 41
Cemetery
with
the
arrange- ianne Johnson, Brenda OverPhillip Mark Bazzel, reckless tential commercial lots owned secure an education that will ments by the
rebounds compared with the cused murderer Charles Manson be is capable of acting as his
Blalock-Coleman at, and Juana Stockdale.
driving, fined $20.00 costs by the City of Murray (the citi- enable us to help create the Funeral Home.
Jets' 28. Roney led in rebound- own attorney:
$10.00.
zens) which face Chestnut kind of America in which all of
"You've turned into . . . some kind of boy. You can go into
ing with 12 followed by Cleaver
Mr. Shackelford, age 78, of
James Ray Hatfield, reckless Street, drop back 300 to 400 ua can live in peace witkjustice Elm Street,
with 9 and Charles Rushing court carrying documents prepared for you by somebody else.
Miirray,
died
Thursand
love
as
our
guidelines.
We
driving, fined $10.00 costs feet and erect a fence, dividing
with 7.
but you can't pursue the point . . . with any meaningful sort of
day at a Mayfield Hospital.
these lots from the park area read your paper which asserts
b10.00.
Heading the list in the "cor- arguments."
Survivors
are
one
daughter,
Donald Lee Hayse, wrong way which would still be left, and itself to be the leading source Mrs. Joel
columns for Calloway was
ing
Stephens, two eons,
on one way street, fined $10.00 develop these lots as commerc- of news in Murray and Callo- Dr. Max
Rushing with 21 points backed
Shackelford
MIAHUATLAN, Mexico — The Rev. Ramon Campos, desand Rex
way
County,
and
yet,
for
some.
costs $10.00.
ial property by sellin& every
up by Cleaver with 16 and DenPar
Charlie
services
Funeral
Shackelford; three. sisters, Mrs.
cribing his parishoners' superstitions about today's solar eclipse:
14.
Terry Lee Clark, sPeedtlIg, other one and leasing every reason unknown to us, you Bert Dodd, Mrs.
Sears
with
nis
will
Route
Two
of
Hazel
Roy Edmonds, Myers
"People persist in their belief that if they have a blessed
other one. Such utilization of chose to not publish the de- and Mrs. Harty
fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
be held today at 1:30 p. m. at North's top scorer was Dale
Arthur Kennel, reckless driv- these lots would still leave en- tails of this incident. You ex- brother, Dewey Wilcox, one the South Pleasant Grove Unit- Hughes with 19 followed by and lighted candle in their hand during-the eclipse; they will be
Shackelford,
safe from any evil."
ing, fined $20.00 costs $10.00. ough park area for the child- ercised censorship and depriv- and five
ed Methodist Church with Rev Charles Doughty with 13, Jim
grandchildren
Richard Warren Latimer, ren in that immediate area. ed the people of this area of
Smith with 11 and Rick Cocke
Johns
officiating.
Elbert
reckless driving, amended to Then, let us move to the edge information that is necessary
Serving as pallbearers will be with 10.
TEEN TOWN
speeding, fined $20.00 costs of town and purchase land for if one is to get a true picture
NOW YOU KNOW
Scruggs, John Miller, Pier- Calloway held the advantage
Tim
a park and community center, of the race situation.
throw line by hittfree
- $10.00.
at
the
Croft,
Terry
Jeffries,
Joe
ce
The
Teen
Town
at
the
First
Lonnie Tucker, public drun- using the income from the sale
by United Press International
"Lowden, and John Waltes ing 11 of 18 for 81.1 per cent United methodist Church
Could it have been that the
will
kenness, given ten days in jail of the commercial lots. If the story was not published because
Jones. The Men's Bible Cl-ads to North's 9 of 21 for 43 per not be open tonight (Saturday) Swahili, the lingua franca of
Elbert H. Tidwell, driving sale of these lots is handled in this case whites were on the
East Africa and the offshore
-e of the church will serve as hon- cent.
Dr. James Clayp,,-1 i
while intoxicated, amended to correctly, and we do not at- attack? Or that, even though cheduled speaker at the meet- grary pallbearers.
The two teams shot almost due to the finals of the Fottrth islands, derives its name from
reckless driving, fined $100.00 tempt to stop too many hogs your paper proclaims itself to ing of the Sigma Department of Interment will be in the chur- even from the field as the Lak- District Tournament between an
Arabic
word
meaning
costs $10.00, speeding, fined at the public trough, there will be the chief source of news, the Murray Woman's Club to ch cemetery with the Blalock- ers hit 27 of 59 attempts for Calloway Counti-Itigh School "coastal."
and
Murray
High
School.
be
enough
money
left
for
a
45.9
per
cent
$50.00 costs $10.00.
that you determined this news be held Monday, March 9, at Coleman Funeral Home in an average of
compared with the Jets' 23 of
Clyde E. Stunson, disregard- community center and swimm- was not the concern of the resi- 7:30 pm. at the club house.
charge of arrangements.
per cent
ing four way stop, fined $10.00 ing pool. With the income de- dents of this area? Might it
"Present Temperature of the
Mr. Myers, age 82, died Thurs- 48 attempts for a 47.9
rived from the leased lots, we have been that your paper is
costs $1000.
War" is the topic of the day at the Murray-Calloway Co- Jverage.
Cold
Calloway collected 17 perCharles E. Robinson, speed- can employ an adequate staff to reluctant to admit that whites, program.
unty Hospital.
Marshall
ing, fined $20.00 costs $10.00. operate the center and also and eoutherners no less, .are
Hostesses will be Mesdames Survivors are five daughters, sonal fouls and North
Johney L 'Latimer, driving furnish maintenance expense also militants? Or could it have Richard Orr, James Frank, Fred Mesdames Olds Trees, Ben Hill, was charged with 21.
while intoxicated, amended to money.
been that your child was not Wells, Bill - Wyatt, and Walter Bonnie St. John, Hardiman Mil‘Murray High
20 33 49 66
NET YIELD
reckless driving, fined $100.00
on one of the buses?
Jones, Jr.
ler, and Thomas Scruggs, nine So Marshall
At this point, we may have
20 39 54 64
costs $10.00.
paper'
We note from your
grandchildren, and six great
Prime real estate investment opportunity in
MURRAY HIGH (66) — Scott 8,
Frank Borysvricz, public drun- arrived at the conclusion that that some flowers are now us' Have we really arrived at grandchildren.
Murray. Building is a newly constructed neighIludspeth 17, Lamb 8, Hale 15,
kenness, fined $20.00 costs we have two country clubs w;th beginning to grow, that a bird the mental state where this
Alexander
14,
recreational
McCuiston
3,
borhood
facilities,
and
ask
of
incident,
shopping center type structure. Net
kind
with
all
its
$10.00.
or two is still around, that the
Ward 1.
Billy G. Harris, public drun- why we should spend public local women's clubs still mar, moral implication, can be overleased to a substantial corporation for a period
SOUTH MARSHALL (64) — Mckenness, fined 910.00 costs 510.- resources on duplication. The age to meet, and that advice looked? We can't help but wonof twenty years.
Obvious answer to this is that
Gregor 20, Norwood 9, Palmer
00.
is very im- der how any of us whites would
the
love
lorn
to
LeaSe contains overage rent provision. Subject
11, Reed 11, Cothran 13, DarWilliam Jones, overweight for there are a large number of portant for Abby is still given have felt had our children been
nell, Smith.
to prior sale. Principals only. For nformation
McLean Trucking Company, fin- children in the el:immunity adequate space. But not one on one of the buses'
whose parents cannot financialYour for a better education, The Theta Department of the
ed $315.00 costs $10.00.
be
line
about
this
incident
can
write or call Mr. David Hobson at:
ly afford to join a country club
9 24 39 65
Jeff Croll, Judy Lang- Murray Woman's Club will meet Calloway Co.
found.
Monday,
March
9,
at
Personally, when invited to join
7:30
p.m.
North
Marshall
7
21
32
55
ford, James Benedict,
DIVERSIFIED REALTY SERVICES, INC.
We students sincerely regret
a country club, my feeling was,
Carol E. Cracraft, Gary at the club house with Dr. Ken- CALLOWAY CO (65) — RushONE CITED
10 S. Spring Street
Harrell
and is now, that I could never your exercising of censorship
as
the
'nefh
speaker
on
ing
21,
Cleaver
16,
Roney
9,
Burkett, Michael Lourin depriving all ou, people
Springfield, Ohio 45502
Sears 14, Crawford 3, Todd 2,
kino, Don Spiceland, "Patriotism"
One person was cited by the join until there is available to from the opportunity of being
Uostesses for' the meeting Williams.
Jim Stocks, Keith M.
Murray Police Department last every child in our community aware of the "real" world How
Telephone: 323-97111 (513)
night. The citation iflas for similar facilities which my ci.i- do we become educated when
Flory, Tom Cole, Barry will be Mil' C W. Jones, Mrs. NORTH MARSHALL (55) —
Robert
Jones, and Mrs. A. L Hughes 19, Smith II, Story,
dren would enjoy were 1 a
speeding.
Vaughn, JerryDay,Itb
the facts are withheld from
—•
7.4
Rif;
.gooke .10.--DeughtY 13, Faith 2
A

Several Persons Are
Fined In City Court
During Past Week

Male Chorus Will
Give Free Concert

Honor Roll At
Hazel Released

lam iihkaids

Quotes From The News

John Shackelford
Funeral Held Today

Funeral Services For
Mr. Myers Are Today

Dr. lames Claypool
Is Sigma Speaker

11%

Theta Department To
Meet Monday Evening
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